CHILI TOWN BOARD
October 20, 2010
A meeting of the Chili Town Board was held on October 20,2010 at the Chili Town Hall, 3333
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by
Supervisor David Dunning.
PRESENT:

Councilwoman DiFlorio; Councilwoman Ignatowski, Councilman
Slattery, Councilwoman Sperr and Supervisor David Dunning.

ALSO PRESENT:

Richard Brongo, Town Clerk; Jordon Brown, Deputy Town Supervisor;
Dawn Forte, Supervisor's Secretary; Sandra Hewlett, Stenographer; David
Lindsay, Corrumssioner of Public WorkslHighway Superintendent and
Building Department Representative; Richard Stowe, Counsel for the
Town; Eric Vail, Insurance Counselor.
Dianne O'Meara, Director of Finance, was excused.

The invocation was given by Richard Brongo.
The Pledge of Allegiance was cited. The fire safety exits were identified for those present.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: We don't have any presentations or announcements this
evening, so we'll move right into a Public Hearing here in a minute.
Before we do, I would just like to take a moment to recognize that we did the workshop
process a little bit differently this year than we have done in the past. I would like to thank both
the Chili Fire Department, Clifton Fire Department and also the Chili Ambulance for
participating in the public workshops we had here in this building with the Town Board. These
were -- the first time we have done this, and I really appreciate the participation and your joining
us and doing that for us. So thank you very much.
Would the Town Board like to add anything else? Okay?
We'll get right into the Public Hearing.
PUBLIC HEARINGS:
I. 2011 budget.

PUBLIC HEARING
A Public Hearing was held by the Chili Town Board on October 20, 2010 at the Chili Town Hall,
3333 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:05 p.m. to discuss the 2011 budget.
Attendance as previously noted in the 10/20/10 Chili Town Board meeting minutes.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
ROGER MOYNES, 87 Hallock Road
MR. MOYNES: Mr. Supervisor, this copy is kind of illegible. I was just wondering -- in
regards to the Chili Fire Protection District, I'm having a hard time reading the numbers being
srriall and not legible.
Did you get down to a zero increase? Is that what I read or not?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: No, we did not.
MR. MOYNES: What is -- what is the change on it this year?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: It ended up, I believe, for the tentative budget being a
7 percent increase.
MR. MOYNES: So they got -- they came in last year at 18 1/2 percent and settled on 10;
came in this year at 14 and are settling on at 7 1/2?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: In regards to the tentative budget, the Town has proposed a 7
percent increase.
MR. MOYNES: And as years prior, I sat through the workshop, listened to the questions
that the Town Board had. I wasn't impressed with the knowledge of the Town Board asking the
questions. Mr. Peterson showed what a dispatcher does. I find it hard that the dispatcher has any
time for dispatching with the thousand jobs that he has.
For having so far about 750 calls, 775 for this year, you can -- last year's budget was about
$230,000 for dispatcher wages and benefits. That can be gone to OEC 911 for nothing.
If they need a person to do all those other jobs, it would behoove the Town Board to look
at that and let them hire somebody 8 to 5, whatever hours, Monday through Friday to do those
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jobs. But for dispatching 24/7 for 700 some odd calls, might be about 900 by the year-end, that
-- that can be done by OEC very efficiently at a zero cost factor since we're already paying for it

alread~gain, I have not had a personal raise in 3 1/2 years.

I have tightened my belt, and which
I'm cutting my spending. This down economy has been for the last couple of years. They got a
10 percent increase last year and a 7 1/2, or 7 this year tentatively. They're not tightening their
belts. They need to. They need to do more with less.
This Board doesn't seem to be asking the right questions. When they got -- how much was
for food and -- food and beverages? $43,000? That is not counting the 38,000 that they get for
2 percent. Which usually supposedly goes to -- towards that.
I feel that they can cut this budget. They need to start looking at apparatus that fits within
the Town, in a bedroom community, not buying the Rolls-Royces of fue apparatus, buying what
really is needed for the number of working fires that this district has. They can do with less
trucks. Less chrome.
And I need to see this Town Board start taking the hard line with them. I mean this
economy, in two years, that's -- 17 percent increase. I would love to have that in two years in
pay. And I think this Board needs to look at this and to have a dispatcher, it's a luxury. OEC
does it very nicely. And if they need a gentleman to do all those other duties, then fine, let them
hire somebody and let them have that person do those duties Monday through Friday.
Thank you.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Roger (Moynes), can I ask you a question? I'm having a
hard time following your reasoning as far as why that would save us money.
MR. MOYNES: Well, not to have a dispatcher. I came with -- the 2010 budget with-that was listed in their budget for wages, Social Security, sick days, vacation days, I roughly
came out with $227,028. So with that - if you don't have dispatchers period, that would save
that money in my calculations. Because OEC would be doing it.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Okay. I wanted to -COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Roger (Moynes), you said we're not asking the right
questions. Do you have other questions that you think that we should have asked them?
MR. MOYNES: Yes, I do.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Can you provide them? This is a tentative budget. It is not
approved yet. So what other questions?
MR. MOYNES: One is the dispatcher.
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: We asked that.
MR. MOYNES: I heard Mr. Peterson outlininS all of the duties, and then it just went on to
another thing. No one asked, "Well, could you do Wlthout a dispatcher?"
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: We met with the Fire Department before that meeting and
we did ask that. We went over that.
MR. MOYNES: I'm not privy to that.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: That's not a problem. That is why I want to hear what your
questions are, because -- if! can finish please, Roger (Moynes) -- we met with the Fire
Department on two different occasions. And we went through the budget. We looked at things.
We asked questions there.
So for you to go and make that accusation that we didn't ask the right questions is because
you are not aware of them. So that is what I wanted to try to bring to your attention. These
questions may have been asked already.
Then another thing is the food and beverages, what line did you see that on there? And
then what -- what exactly are you referring to -MR. MOYNES: This -- the Power Point draft, the one that's -- was open to the public that
could sit here, that is the -- the one I was privy to.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Yep. So now you're sayinS that when they have all-day
training, and these are all volunteers -- this is not -- this is not pllld. These are volunteers, too.
You don't feel that they should have, you know, beverages or anything like that?
MR. MOYNES: Are they getting a retirement system, Mr. Slattery?
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: Some of them.
MR. MOYNES: Whoever qualifies, they're -- which out of I 50 members, I'm sure quite a
few are qualifYing the minimum requirements and getting a retirement benefit, correct? So if -- if
they have a party that they want to host at any time, is that another little benefit to being a
volunteer?
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: Roger (Moynes), my question to you was these are
volunteers. They're donating their time, they're volunteering their time.
MR. MOYNES: Yep.
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: For them to come out to mandatory training, the mandatory
training that they have to have, the number of hours that they have to volunteer their time away
from their families, away from their jobs that -- you feel that they should not have, you know, the
beverages or the snacks or the -- or something to eat when they're out there eight hours on a
Saturday or something?
MR. MOYNES: First of all, $47,000 plus another 38,000 of2 percent money.
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: So you did not answer my question.
MR. MOYNES: I have not seen anybody ask them what they did with the 37 or 38,000 of
2 percent money. Did you ask that in the private meeting or no?
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: I'm still waiting for your answer.
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MR. MOYNES: Yes, I do. I feel that volunteering, when I have done it for 14 years, that I
did not get anything out of it outside of the pleasure of volunteering. My time to my community.
That was it.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Did you volunteer with the Chili Fire Department?
MR. MOYNES: No. I did not. I volunteered in a department where I grew up.
Have you volunteered for any type of service, Mr. Slattery?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Yes, I have.
MR. MOYNES: Did you volunteer with anything -- to get back out of it, or did you
volunteer for the purpose of volunteering?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: I volunteered to give back to my community.
MR. MOYNES: Okay. Thank you. That-COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: No. You're not going to cut me off, Roger (Moynes).
You're not going to cut me off. Okay? People do a lot. I just watched a house fIre the other day
in a -- in a neighboring town when they laid out almost 4,000 feet of firehouse -- 4,000 feet of
fire hose -- to help somebody, to help save their property and the number of volunteers, the
people that came from allover, surrounding -- surrounding towns and even a truck that was just
close to out of the County, and -- for them to stop whatever they are doing, to volunteer to gIve
back -MR. MOYNES: Great service.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: It is a great service.
Now if it is your house that is burning or you have a medical emergency where you need an
ambulance or somebody to assist you, I hope they do it and then I hope you're grateful, and then
maybe you will look -- because I know you're WIth the City Fire Department where you're
employed.
MR. MOYNES: I didn't bring that up, Mr. Slattery. I'm talking as a taxpayer. I'm not
bringing up that you're a County employee also.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: You can. You can.
MR. MOYNES: But let's just leave it to the Town budget. Let's not get into the personal
things.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: I'm not. I'm saying with the City Fire Department, the
service that they provide and the number of employees that they provide, if they went to a
volunteer system, how -- what do you think their budget would be and how do you think they
would manage it?
MR. MOYNES: I don't think they could ever do it.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: No. No. Unfortunately, the point I'm trying to make is, I
don't want to see us have to get to that J.1oint where we have to pay for full-time people.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Right.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: I think unfortunately ifmore and more volunteers don't
step up to the plate and make that commitment to our residents, it's a great cause. If we're going
to scare people away -- the number of volunteer hours they have to put in is increasing yearly,
annually, so that is a concern. So I think we're going to get to that point.
When you look at our neighboring Town of Gates, how many volunteers do they have?
How many paid do they have? The number of paid staff that they have is increasing. Do you
think that is coming our way?
MR. MOYNES: You know a flTe doubles every minute, correct?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: What?
MR. MOYNES: A fIre doubles in size every minute. So when you have a paid
department, they're out the door in 30 seconds, to a minute. 45 seconds, depending on day and
night. They're on scene probably five minutes less than a volunteer department would be. So
what is -- what do you put on the cost of -- do you look at the cost of saves, the dollars that are
saved? Would that factor in?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: That's a good question for you to answer.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: Are you suggesting we need to go to an all paid
department?
MR. MOYNES: Did I say that, Tracy (DiFiorio)?
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: I'm asking a question.
MR. MOYNES: No, I didn't.
The volunteers provide an excellent service. It's just I have a hard time defining between
volunteers and a little bit more. Okay.
As I said, when I volunteer something, I don't expect to get anything back out of it. I think
as -COUNCILWOMAN DiFLORIO: I don't think most of the people there are going for a
free can of Coke.
MR. MOYNES: That's how I look at it. That is what I did it for.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Roger (Moynes), I will say -COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Well, you are goin~ to get it.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Part of your money III the banquets and lunches is the
banquet that they hold every year that the Town willingly wants to put on to thank our volunteers,
too. We are very happy to have the level of service. The number of volunteers in the Chili Fire
Department, and the quality of the volunteers that we have, we're one of the lucky towns.
MR. MOYNES: Yes, we are. Can we be luckier and can we provide that same level of
service with a lesser budget? Yes. Most definitely.
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This is a bedroom community. The tallest building is a three-story at Roberts Wesleyan.
We have two ladder trucks with three more within 20 miles of this district. Is that an overkill?
Yes, it is an overkill.
Do they spend top dollar for their equipment because they want the best and the shiniest?
Most definitely. For three or four working fires a year, they spend a lot of money on apparatus,
and this is where the savings can come. You can buy a Rolls-Royce or Chevrolet. They both do
the same job. Might not look as well, but there is a heck of a lot of savings. I'm looking at
savings.
As I said, and to get off this topic, is -- the dispatcher is a savings. I'm looking at savings
as more in the salary of a dispatcher. I'm looking at what they spend money on in equipment,
meaning mostly trucks. They have also stockpiled -- which is great. They are doing it and
paying cash ahead of time.
What are their capital improvements? What are they looking at for buildings down the
road? They must have a plan laid out someplace that they're going to refurbish this station, this
station or that for -- since they -- since it was brought uJ! in the Public Hearing, the age of the
buildings and what last time was done, so I presume With all of the other volunteer departments
that are renovating houses, I presume they will probably try to update and, you know, renovate
Station I probably to start with. That's where -COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: So the money for that should be put into our budget for the
Fire Department?
MR. MaYNES: Somebody will have to put it in.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Roger (Moynes), you bring up the points about the truck.
MR. MaYNES: Could you wait for a minute, Mr. Slattery, please?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: I can wait.
MR. MaYNES: So they must have a capital plan, but I have not heard -- I had a meeting
with Mr. Dunning and he's asked about a capital plan. No one has it. But they stockpiled half a
million at least in two years roughly that I can look through their budget, stockpiled for buildings.
So I don't know what the plan is, or -- if that is what is stockpiled.
Yes, Mr. Slattery?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Slattery.
MR. MaYNES: Excuse me.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: That'sokay.
You bring up the trucks. Do you know how old their trucks are?
MR. MaYNES: I don't keep track of the age. I do know what they paid for them.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: 20 years old.
MR. MaYNES: Some. That is -- is usually when they want to get rid of them.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: At 20 years?
MR. MOYNES: Yes.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: A normal vehicle in a family, how long do the people
normally keep those? I think it is a lot less time.
Then I wiIllook at our highway equipment we have, and the trucks and the amount of use
they get. Also, when you look at -- look at those trucks, and you look at them and you say, that
can't be 20 years old. Look how well they maintain them.
MR. MOYNES: Or lack of use of them. Could it be that, too, Mr. Slattery?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: 'don't know that and' will not comment on that. I will
not speculate.
MR. MaYNES: 'fyou want to compare things, you can have a family car somebody has
driven for 20 years look great because they only drove it on Sundays. Then you could have a
family car that somebody used five days a week for the 20 years and it looks like a rust bucket.
Would you agree on that?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Well,' will go back -- I have insurance, life insurance.
Hopefully I won't have to use it. I'm paying for it. But hopefully, I won't have to use it. I look at
them like an insurance policy.
MR. MaYNES: No doubt about it.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: When' have a problem,' don't want them to come out and
say, "I hope Old Betsy starts and , hope to get out there to help them."
MR. MOYNES: But do they need to spend a million dollars close for a ladder truck?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: They didn't spend a million dollars.
MR. MaYNES: Well, it was $940,000 in their budget line. Are you saying they didn't pay
that? That's a false item that's in the budget?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Well,' think it is a $60,000 difference, but it's not a
million.
MR. MOYNES: Well, chose enough for horseshoes, right?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Well, horseshoes and hand grenades. Anyway, when you
look -- carry on.
MR. MaYNES: My question is the dispatching that they could use for nothing, and use
that -- utilize that person Monday through Friday, there is a savings there. There is a savings in
buying less chrome and trucks that will last 20 years for a few $100,000 less for each vehicle.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Okay.
MR. MaYNES: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: You're welcome, Roger (Moynes). Thank you.
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DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: I would, however, if somebody else would have a shorter list of questions,
maybe they would like to go fIrst?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I am not seeing any other hands at the moment -- oh, there is
a gentleman. There is a gentleman that wants to take you up on your offer.
MS. BORGUS: Okay.
GARY JOHNSON, Beaver Road, Chili
MR. JOHNSON: I just have a couple of questions actually. Urn, recently in the last few
years the Town has purchased some property on Beaver Road, and with the speculation of
putting the Highway Department there. I was just wondering what at -- the tune frame of that is
and what the status is at this point.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Is that for -- right now we're on the budget hearing. Is that
more for-MR. JOHNSON: It's a little of both. You know, certainly, you know, this &entleman
talked about the budget and, urn, you know, appropriated money. Certainly there IS going to be
money to move the Highway Department. Certainly, I'm just looking at cost and time frame.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Right now I can share with you the time frame as it stands
today is we are still anticipating goin~ out to bid for construction somewhere in the January time
frame, construction sometime beginnm& in the spring and hopefully completion of the building
time sometime -- fall, late summer to lDld fall, perhaps, before the winter.
David (Lindsay), do you have any other things you would like to add, David Lindsay?
DAVID LINDSAY: Yes. We anticipate, urn -- just probably to firm that up a little bit, we
anticipate probably a March timeframe for construction -- March/April timeframe for beginning
of construction, and perhaps late 20 II, early 2012 completion date.
MR. SMITH: At one time there were -- at one time there was a proposed road going from
Paul Road to Beaver Road, as well. Has that been budgeted for, as well?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: That has not. There has been no -- no design mentioned,
budgeting or consideration for that at this point.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: It's a multiple-year process.
MR. SMITH: Well, there was a consideration about a year and a half ago for it, and I just
haven't heard anything since then.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: That was just in one of the Committees. That is just one of
the things that they were looking at, the possibihty. There is a number of factors that would be
involved with that.
MR. JOHNSON: Well, it has been on the books for the last 30 years, so I am just
wondering if anybody is going to do anything.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Not ilDlninent, any time soon.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Yes, there is nothing on the books right now for that.
MR. SMITH: Thank you.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: You're welcome.
DOROTHY BORGUS, 3 I Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: A few Town Board meetings ago, if my memory serves me right, we paid
for a new software program for the account -- the Finance Office; am I right?
And I understood at the time that that was going to eliminate a lot of work -COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Next year.
MS. BORGUS: -- because it would be streamlined being the method is better. There
wouldn't be so much time spent on chasing down problems and maybe because it was
overloaded, you know, it didn't function -- the old system didn't function very effectively.
I also was led to believe that, urn, the vouchers, under the old system, were entered into the
record, into the Town's books in the Town Clerk's Office. Now, tell me if! am wrong here.
RICHARD BRONGO: No.
MS. BORGUS: I'm not wrong.
COUNCILMAN SLATrERY: Dorothy (Borgus), in regards to the software, it was
mentioned at that time because -- you coming to these meetings yearly, the budget meetings, you
know that I ask a lot of questions. I was told then that more than likely the software wouldn't be
up and running for this budget process, but it would be for the following year. That is what I was
looking forward to, seeing the software and how it worked.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: They told us up front that would be the case.
MS. BORGUS: This won't be functioning for -COUNCILMAN SLATrERY: Right now for this budget process.
MS. BORGUS: No. That is not my concern. You mean for the preparation of the budget
itself. That is not my concern.
I'm looking at costs in 20 II. I'm prefacing this so you understand where I'm coming from.
This was going to eliminate work and save us money because it was going to take less time in
data entry. It was going to take less time with problems. It was just going to be better, which I
understand. I understand how that works. No prohlem.
But what I don't understand is why -- why we are not looking then at cutting hours in the
Town Clerk's Office, if that duty is to be removed. That had to be a time-consuming job to enter
all those -- those vouchers by hand, hours and hours. And I don't see any reduction there. And
are we adding hours in the Finance Office in this budget?
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SUPERVISOR DUNNING: No.
MS. BORGUS: No. So we have the same help we had before. In 2011, we have the same
manpower, the same FYEs that we had -- we had before. No more?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: That's correct.
MS. BORGUS: Well, all I can say is I'm looking for some big improvement down the line
in the time spent on some of these problems because it ought to be reflected in the cost. If the
jobs disappear due to improved technology, then we better be seeing a reduction in the budget
item for personnel, labor.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Dorothy (Borgus), as I may, as -- as are we. But it certainly
wouldn't be responsible at this point in time to start predicting cuts that we don't know exactly
what mayor may not be able to be cut during the process. We did anticipate based on the
amount of time that we think this might save over the time -- and believe this will save. Without
actually incurring those time savings, we don't know what that actual number would end up
being.
So from a responsibility standpoint, we wanted that -- we want to make sure included in
this budget was -- what we would normally do, because quite frankly, at the end of the year, if
that doesn't turn out to be what we needed, then certainly we would have -- we would have that
surplus which would turn over to next year's -- part of next year's budget. But there was
something else I was going to mention and I lost my complete train of thought on it.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: I don't know how we could predict hours.
RICHARD BRONGO: Town Clerk Offices, we have to issue all of the dog licenses now.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Plus the other thing you want to consider, is -- this is going to
take time still to ado!?t through 20 II. We are -- we are going live, or anticipate going live
January 1st, 2011, WIth this system, and we'll work in this. But actual, um -- everybody still has
to be trained in how to use it. There will be a time period in which ~ople will have to adopt to
it. So certainly, I would think it is at least probably reasonable to think perhaps even half of the
year would be necessary to get comfortable with this system and really understand what we -what we need and I would say at least that time frame for 2011.
MS. BORGUS: Well, I will keep my notes for next year and I will expect to see -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I'm sure you will. I wouldn't expect anything less.
COUNCILWOMAN DiFLORIO: As Dick (Brongo) pointed out, and I don't know if you
heard, but we have taken on the duty of the dog licensing, which is going to require man hours in
the County Clerk's Office -- or Town Clerk's Office.
MS. BORGUS: And where was that done before?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: State.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: State passed it on to us.
RICHARD BRONGO: The State, to save money, passed all that responsibility down to the
towns.
MS. BORGUS: Well, I will take that into consideration next year when I am standing here
again.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: We have no history on how much time that is going to
involve.
MS. BORGUS: Well, we will know next year. All I can think back to is when computers
first came out, we were going to have a paperless society and everybody was just going to have
so much time and it was such a glorious, glorious future, and, you know what? More people are
employed now, you know, hitting the keys on a computer than we saw before, and I'm sure we
have better records, but you know, things just don't ever materialize. This will be something I
will be keeping a watch on.
Thank you.
With regard to budget item 1320.4, independent audit and control -- bear with me until I
fmd my worksheet here -- is this a three-year contract with the same company and have we used
them prior to this? I see that there is a record in the worksheets. It gives a -- a cost for
professional services that runs 2009 and 2010.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: You're referring to which part of that, Dorothy (Borgus)? I'm
sorry?
MS. BORGUS: It's the sheet with the -- the -- (indicating).
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Oh. I'm on the budget sheet myself.
MS. BORGUS: My question is I heard at the workshop this was a three-year contract.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Yes.
MS. BORGUS: Now going forward, I see that we're going to be paying -- 1 assume $2700
for single audits, if required. Am I reading that right? $18,275 for the rest of the audits that we
would need?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: That was the 2010 figure.
MS. BORGUS: Now this year, um, we're up to -- I believe it's .- you have the same
amount for 2011.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Uh-huh.
MS. BORGUS: In fact, it looks like the 2011 number was -COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: I think these are a year off.
MS. BORGUS: Looks like they're a year off.
COUNCILWOMAN DiFLORIO: I remember asking this last year and there was
something about -COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: 2010 audit is in 2011 --
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COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: So it looks a year off, but it is not really.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: It is a contract that we're under. This is the third year of that
contract.
MS. BORGUS: So we can look at somebody else another year -- another time, another
year?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: We have to look at somebody else.
MS. BORGUS: Yes. Because it isn't good fiduciary practice to keep an auditor too long.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Right.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Unless you're switching personnel within the auditing. That
is allowed.
MS. BORGUS: Even then. There is a lot of auditing companies and it is just good
practice to change. We had one set of auditors here in the Town of Chili for far, far too long.
And I won't go into that because I'm sure you're all away of -- of that situation.
I know there is a lot of work involved, but you know, that seems like it's a -- a big - a big
jump from what we paid this -- for the 2008 audit compared to what we paid for the 20 I 0 audit,
and I did -- the note at the bottom of the page and for the record, for the people that don't have it,
it says in dark print, "We are looking to establish a long-term relationship WIth the Town of Chili.
If you feel our fees or our estimates are not competitive, we would like the opportunity to discuss
them with you. We do not want fees to be an issue that would serve as an impediment to a
professional relationship with the Town of Chili."
In these hard times, I wonder if anybody has ever approached them and said we want to
talk about this, because just in the two-year span on this from 2008 to 2010, we're up $1375 right
there. And another 200 on the single audit. So you're looking at close to a $1,600 increase, and
maybe we need to talk with them about things like this if they offer us the opportunity.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Was that offered at the time of the sigrung of the
contract? Now the contract is signed.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: That was the signed contract.
MS. BORGUS: Oh, I understand that. But why would they put that on there if they're not
amenable to taking another look at what they charge.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: That doesn't necessarily imply that every year or every month
or every -- any increment within -- within the terms -- with -- inSide the parameters of the
contract are negotiable. We -- we signed a contract in between -- or for a three-year period of
time. You're -- by signing that contract, I don't believe we are -- were in a posinon where we
could then just basically go out next year and RFP for another service and see what they say and
see if these guys are competitive.
We have a contract with these people, and it's not necessarily -- once that contract is
entered into, signed and administered that -- that we have the ability to negotiate that contract
further. That would be a breach of contract, I would believe.
MS. BORGUS: Now I'm looking at one page. I don't have the whole contract.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I understand. This is a standard statement on quite a few
things we see here that come into the Town. When we get proposals from other companies. So
this is -COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: Is this a copy from two years ago?
MS. HORGUS: That's my question.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: This was a part of the original contract.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: That was to be done at that time, not a subsequent year.
MS. BORGUS: That pertained to the contract and not anything later?
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: Yes.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: It's just page 21 of it.
MS. BORGUS: Fine. Well, but that's what is very confusing, though, when you see a
comment like that, you see the prices inchin~ up and then a comment like that. Obviously when
you don't have the whole contract, that is qwte misleading.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: The whole contract is available.
MS. BORGUS: Oh, I know that. I know. But as I was going through this, it just jumped
out -COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: Trying to stay -- trying to cut back on the paper, though,
Dorothy (Borgus)?
MS. BORGUS: Pardon?
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: Trying to cut back on the paper.
MS. BORGUS: Again, I make this comment every year that I'm here. On 1420.4
attorneys, again -- again, we're up 3.84 percent in that category, and I for the life of me, I don't -I don't understand why every year that is up. I mean if an employee is to get a raise here, and
we'll talk about that later, at 2 1/2 percent, I don't know why the attorneys always get double
almost or certainly time and a half what everybody else gets.
Again, I'll point out it is for five attorneys. A fmancial management advisor, which has
bonding after it. Another Bond Counsel, and a $10,000 charge-out for miscellaneous legal
services. Coming to a grand total of $156,594. That's a lot of legal advice and I know, I -- I have
heard this from you before. The -- they're necessary. Well, maybe they are, but do we have to
keep going up 3.84 percent every year or more?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Actually, I would just like to clarifY what you have said or the
statement you have made. That this is not necessarily an increase in -- individual attorneys didn't
necessarily get a 3.8 percent increase when employees are only recommended to get a 2
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1/2 percent increase. The attorneys were -- the attorneys for the Town -- Counsel for the Town,
the Assistant Counsel for the Town and -- were -- they are at 2 1/2 percent, their increase. It is
not 3.8 percent. Theirs was proposed the same way everybody else was. There are -- we do
know, as far as Bond Counsel goes and some other things, special districts, urn, and -- and grant
writer, we did add money in there for a grant writer.
We -- with the challenges we have today and -- in our -- in finances all around and money
from the State and all of those other things, we thought it prudent to include the ability to bring
someone in to write some grants to hopefully help us bring in some additional funds for the
Town. That is an additional expense we haven't typically had in the past, and we do have a
couple of projects in the works that require some extra services from -- from our -- especially
our -- our Counsel for special districts, and our Bond Counsel. So we do anticipate some extra
expenses there. We are just doing .- or in this budget as proposed, it was just being responsible,
making sure we had the appropriate funds set aside for this, as well as miscellaneous. We all
know. We had it happen ill the past where somebody is not happy with something and they come
after the Town. So we do like to make sure we have that.
RICHARD STOWE: Is our Labor Counsel that handles contract negotiations not in that
same area?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Well, they are, but there is -- is no -- right now there is no
money budgeted for that.
RICHARD STOWE: Okay.
MS. BORGUS: Counsel labor relations negotiations is $35,000.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Oh, for our labor attorneys.
MS. BORGUS: Labor-SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I'm sorry, yes.
RICHARD STOWE: But the only point I'm trying to make is it is my understanding we're
ongoing with those. And those aren't necessarily predictable either?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Not at all.
RICHARD STOWE: As far as expenditures are concerned. So that unknown expense is
also in that same line of the budget. You have to provide some measure of ability to be able to
react to whatever goes up.
MS. BORGUS: I understand the need to have these people. I just don't know why every
year it's up and up and up. That's what I am pointing out.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Well, I -- I have done my best to explain it, but-MS. BORGUS: I know. My point being, we have the same number of people maybe, but
the price of these people escalates.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: They-COUNCILWOMAN OI FLORIO: It's not necessarily the rate we're paying them that is -is increasing. It is the amount of service they're giving us.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: That is not necessarily accurate. There was a 2 1/2 percent
increase for our Counsel of the Town, Assistant Counsel of the Town. But then also our attorney
for labor negotiation -- or labor attorney, their fee did go up this year. But it is still in
comparison for -- for -- they're really pretty reasonable, but their fee did go up this year. So they
did have a little bit of an increase. But they haven't -- did that in -- as long as -- well, as long as I
have been here. It hasn't been a real long time. But it has been several years since they have
presented an increase to the Town of Chili, so.
MS. BORGUS: Our two Town attorneys, what rate of increase are-SUPERVISOR DUNNING: 2 1/2 percent.
MS. BORGUS: Okay. I would like to talk about recreation. I specifically am looking at
7310, which is youth programs. Now, this -- this didn't increase that much. That's -- that's not
my concern.
My concern is that I sat through the work here and I heard the explanations for -- for these
budget requests. And some of them our Supervisor modified, thank heavens.
But I would specifically like to look at four. Babysitting. Now, some of these programs -there's 20 by the way. About 20 programs that will be carried out this year are for our youth.
That is a lot of programs. And I know the value of recreation. I know that people expect some
of this, but 20 programs in this day and age can be a problem. I mean we -- we can't be
everything to everybody.
And I do see that they're giving up on tennis, which is a good thing if nobody was
interested, but by the same token, we have got, if memory serves me right, about $70,000 in
tennis courts that just will be used by the general public at will. So I mean -- I'm glad if we're not
going to proceed with a program if there was no interest.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: I'm sorry, Dorothy (Borgus), tennis is still included.
MS. BORGUS: Under mine, I see -- that's a blank.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Oh, Dorothy (Borgus), the whole column is off on
yours.
MS. BORGUS: The whole column is oft'?
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: You have to move everything down one.
COUNCILWOMAN OI FLORIO: See the very first line.
MS. BORGUS: Oh, has a number and there is nothing there.
COUNCILWOMAN OI FLORIO: Correct. Everything has to be moved down one.
MS. BORGUS: Then some of my comments are maybe not apropos.
COUNCILWOMAN OI FLORIO: We discussed that at the budget hearing.
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MS. BORGUS: But even then I didn't -- when I went through this, I didn't know.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: We talked about it, though, at the budget hearing.
MS. BORGUS: I know you talked about it, but I was taking notes as fast as I can go and
that was a note I didn't take to -- write on that page.
Well, I guess then I will just make a general comment that if we really need another year -it is too late now for this year. This is in place and we're going to go forward.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: All these programs are self-funding.
MS. BORGUS: They're not, though. You know why they're not? I have had this
discussion with Mr. Curley, and he is very nice about it, and he really, I think in his own mind, he
believes it. His way of thinking that they pay for themselves is if I hire an instructor for $200 -just a number I picked out of the air -- and I get 250, 300 out of fees, that I have more than
broken even, right? That's not true.
What he doesn't take into account is all of the money that is in the other accounts that
provides all of the salaries, the pensions, the medical benefits of all of the people that work -work at full-time jobs in the department. He doesn't take into account the heat, the light, the
overhead of all of the buildings, the maintenance of the parks to provide fields. You add all that
in, and you have got -- they're not self-supporting.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: But the building has to be heated and insured whether
one program is running there or not.
MS. BORGUS: Well, maybe. Maybe. We -- that's not necessarily true. You cut down
then. You don't heat certain parts of the building. I don't know. I'm -- I'm not giving you a
solution. And I'm saying when you look at the cost benefit,you better look at the whole cost, not
just what an instructor costs to perform a program and satisty ten people.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I would say these programs are definitely without a doubt
revenue-generating. Do we 100 percent break even? Probably not.
MS. BORGUS: Bya long shot you don't.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Well, I don't know ifit is by a long shot.
MS. BORGUS: Did you look at the revenue?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Yes, I have seen the revenues from the programs. But these
are revenue-generating programs. These are programs for the community, and I will speak only
for myself. These are not programs that I would be willing to look at cutting. Cutting programs
or eliminating programs or reducing programs that benefit the community as a whole are not
something that I'm interested -- just -- just a very short time ago this evening, during -- during an
interview, urn, the young lady was -- was very appreciative of the programs that the Town of
Chili offers and didn't realize at one point the magnitude of the programs that the Town offers
and looks at the Town of -- of Chili as perhaps one of the best around as far as -- as far as the
programs it offers for its community and the benefit of its community.
I appreciate the fact, Dorothy (Borgus), that perhaps you did -- these may not benefit you
directly because you may not participate. They don't benefit me directly because I don't
necessariIy participate in some of these programs.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: He doesn't like to exercise. Sorry. I couldn't help it.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Was that necessary? (Laughter).
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: These programs are what make us a -- a community.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: These programs are not something -- I understand what
you're saying, you know, where you're coming from, but you know, these -- as far as the budgets
for these. These are really pretty reasonable type costs for these type of programs for our
community and I have no interest in making these go away.
MS. BORGUS: Did the lady who thought they were so wonderful, did she live in Town?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Yes.
MS. BORGUS: Because the problem we also get into, we have these great programs and
the cost is so reasonable that we attract from -- from beyond Chili's borders.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Although we do compensate for that.
MS. BORGUS: Not very much.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Well, how many times aren't they?
MS. BORGUS: Pardon?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: When is -- when is that not the case?
MS. BORGUS: Well, there is an add-on for out-of-district participant.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: But you just said not very much.
MS. BORGUS: Not much.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Okay. Does it have to be?
MS. BORGUS: Well, yes. Let them go to their own Town and get that. We're not a social
center here for everybody -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: But we charge extra.
MS. BORGUS: Not enough.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: What is not enough?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: What is enough?
MS. BORGUS: I don't think there is set percentage from what I -- from my conversation.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I believe there is.
COUNCILWOMAN DiFLORIO: $8 for a $30 program is a good percentage? I mean,
should we charge double?
MS. BORGUS: All I know -- all I'm saying is, I looked at the revenue and without
fumbling through my book and looking up the revenue, if my memory is right, it's $220,000
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revenue for Parks and Recreation. That is a -- not very much money when you think of -- of
what all those accounts add up to. It is a horrific number.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Dorothy (Borgus), you think the -- one issue here is that
Chili is unique because we have four different school districts. Gates-Chili, Churchville-Chili,
Wheatland-Chili and Cal-Mum.
Now, when you have residents that attend Gates-Chili, they got their friends that live in
Gates who attend Gates-Chili. Now they want to get involved in a program together. Because
their friend may not live in Chili, but they go to the same school and they want to go to one of
our programs, then you may have that resident from Gates. Or the same thing with Riga. Chili
doesn't have its own high school. We got some elementl!IY schools, but we don't have our own
high school or intennediate school. So now when these kids get -- they have a friend that may
live in Riga or Ogden and they want -- they see that Chili has a program and they say, "Come on,
John. Do this program with me."
So their mothers talk, and they say, "Hey, okay. We can do that."
Is -- that is sort of the reasons why that -- they corne together like that. They see it in Chili
Soccer, Chili Baseball, Chili Football, which are all three non-for-profit organizations which run
those programs for volunteers, and I think what you are seeing is some -- some of that taking
place. I'm not saying that is all of it, but some of it is what is occurring here. So having those
people that may not live in Town, but their kids attend school with the other ones.
MS. BORGUS: All I'm saying is that I don't think -- we have -- we got to look at the
revenue side of this thing. You got to look not just at the cost of the instructor and maybe some
baseballs or golf balls or whatever to run the program. That is not the true cost. We should look
at the true cost of what these things corne down to and maybe take a look at some of our fees.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: I think we have, Dorothy (Borgus), because that is one
thing as a Board member we have to do, our due diligence, and make sure our department heads
are providing the service to the community that they need to provide, but also domg it with a
reasonable cost. We also don't want to have costs go so high that now kids -- I mean because of
the numbers -- you got the -- two parents working or you got divorces or whatever.
We also don't want to take away that opportunity that -- these kids don't have that option
where now they're standing on the street corner or doing other things, that you know, aren't
productive and that will cost our society a lot more than a 20, $30 program.
MS. BORGUS: Well, you take a 20, $30 program and have enough of a loss on it and
include all of the costs, it certainly will-- gets out of hand in a hurry. And I think -- I don't
think -- I really do not believe that 20 programs for youth alone -- I'm not talking adult programs.
I'm not talking, you know, private groups that come in and conduct their own program. I'm just
looking at that youth programs, in this one account, and I didn't count tennis, so there must be 21.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: There is 21.
MS. BORGUS: 21 programs in a Town this size. They can't all we smash hits.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Youknowwhat-COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Have you attended the tree lighting ceremony?
MS. BORGUS: Yes. A tree lighting _.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: That's -- that's counted in here. That's on youth programs.
MS. BORGUS: I know that's in here.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: But the families that come out for that-COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: The community, that is a benefit that you can't measure.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Right. And then when -- one thing you talked about was
the babysitting. It is babysitting safety. It is teaching young individuals about CPR and all these
other things that are going to help them, and it may help a child.
MS. BORGUS: Since -- since these are off line, what is -- the budget for babysitting is
what? 800?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: 800.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: And I have to disagree. As far as the -- they're not
attended, Breakfast with Santa was sold out.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: It's been sold out every year.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: The Easter Bunny, sold out.
MS. BORGUS: I'm not -- I worked on those. I worked on those, I know.
But you're just cherry-picking the ones that are, you know, huge events. I'm going to make
this a mission, and I'm going to get the numbers from these programs, and I will be back when
I -- and I will show you the ones that we really need to -- we need to wean some of these out.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Actually, Dorothy (Borgus), Michael Curley, and then I
will go back as far as Eric Bacon, when he was here, that was one thing that we discussed. That
is -- is why we have a Rec Advisory Committee. They look at Michael (Curley) bringing that
information back.
I know Eric (Bacon) did it when I was the liaison for the Rec Advisory Committee. They
would bring that infonnation back to that Committee, talk about their emollment, talked about
programs that worked, talked about programs that failed, talked about why we were not going to
do this program any more, because the numbers are down.
And there is also the -- the -- the recreation leaders throughout Momoe County and New
York State, they meet, they have conferences, they go to different trainings, they go to seminars,
they talk about what is popular, new. I remember when Bob the Builder was a big thing, they did
something with Bob the Builder, and they had this program.
And it's -- what -- what is popular with the kids? What -- what will they attend? Urn,
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when the -- when the Highway Department, the Fire Department, the Police Department, when
they all come out with their vehicles, the big trucks, the fIre trucks, whatever, and these kids look
at them, you know, they get their attention. Urn, and then they start thinking about careers and so
forth. So those are programs they do. If they fail, we don't do them any more. They stop.
COUNCILWOMAN Dr FLORIO: And conversely, I know of at least four other programs
that weren't mentioned, all of the sports activity programs where they have been closed out and
had to turn people away for flag football, floor hockey, pee wee soccer. They were turning
people away.
MS. BORGUS: Those aren't our programs.
COUNCILWOMAN Dr FLORIO: These are our -- our programs. They're Chili. They're
turning people away, and with the focus on childhood obesity, I would think you would be happy
with these programs.
MS. BORGUS: I'm happy we have them, but I don't have the number for all of the
recreation.
COUNCILWOMAN Dr FLORIO: I don't know one rec program on here that is failing.
MS. BORGUS: But ifI added them up, I would have an astronomical -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: IfI -- I hear you correctly, you're not satisfIed with perhaps
the fee schedules or the fees charged for the programs, based on the relationship with it.
Certainly, the Board can take up that task to look at that a little closer.
MS. BORGUS: That would be good.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: There is a balance between -- between the proper fees and
the revenue it llenerates and what is affordable. So there is a balancing act that we try to meet, so
if we make a little bit of money on something, then maybe if we charged what we feel would -would be what you would approve of, people won't attend the program. It's too eXJ'.Cnsive.
So we have to have that balance here, and, all -- I -- I would also disagree WIth your point
of -- of view tonight, but I appreciate you bringing up the fact and we'll continue to look at it.
MS. BORGUS: I am of the mind, I -- I have four children -- had four children of my own.
I have nine grandchildren. I know a lot of them were in sports. Some of them didn't care.
But I also do not look at the Town's responsibility as being a -- a -- to entertain kids in
place of parents.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: We provide the platform. The parents bring their kids and
they want to do it.
MS. BORGUS: Then they drop them off and they go do their thing.
COUNCILWOMAN Dr FLORIO: No. I don't-COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: No.
MS. BORGUS: Any way, that's my -- I do not believe -- I do not believe recreation -recreation at this kind of a loss is the Town's mission.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Let's move on.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: I think we're agreeing to disagree and we need to
move on.
MS. BORGUS: All right. I want to look at adult programs -- programming. Account
7620.
Now, on this one, I think -- are these on the right lines so my numbers will hold here when
I am-SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I believe so.
MS. BORGUS: All right. Let's look at the volleyball, third line down.
In May 2009, the actually -- the actual budgeted money was 20 -- 2360. That was the
actual.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Actual spent.
MS. BORGUS: Actual spent. This year -- this year we're /'umping to 3,500.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Actually -- I'm sorry. Actual y, 2009 was 3,500. 2010 the
request was 3,500.
MS. BORGUS: ['m not talking about the request. I'm talking how much got used.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: That was actually spent.
If you remember, the problem we had with the volleyball, on how our local School District
did not allow us to hold that program at their facility, and so the Town had to scramble at the last
minute to fmd another -- another location. We had to go to a neighboring Town to hold this
program because of what took place at the School District.
MS. BORGUS: Does that explain why the expenditure, the year-to-date fIgure is only
$910?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: No. That is only a partial explanation. 1 don't know the
rest of it, but I know that was a factor in it.
COUNCIL WOMAN Dr FLORIO: It's a fall/winter program, so some of it hasn't -COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Some of it hasn't taken place yet.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: That was in June.
MS. BORGUS: I know. But extrapolate that fIgure and you don't come anywhere near
$3,500.
COUNCILWOMAN DiFLORIO: You can't extrapolate that if it is seasonal, Dorothy
(Borgus).
MS. BORGUS: That is probably true of a lot of these. But if you didn't -- I just think if we
didn't use this money, we should be careful. Sorry.
All right. All right. Let's look at dog obedience. Now, that's not seasonal. That's not
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seasonal. We budgeted 15,000 in 2009. Used 12,000 roughly.
Budgeted 15,000, again in 2010. Used 2610.
You take the 2610 and extrapolate that out because this is a partial year, you come up with
5220.
Again, though, we budgeted $15,000.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't think you can -- once again, you can extrapolate it. It
depends when the courses are held. These courses - they're not all held at the same time. You
may have a couple more. I believe we -- we talked about this a little bit at the workshop, if I'm
not mistaken, and the -COUNCILWOMAN Dl FLORIO: There was an issue with the person and I can't
remember-COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Dog obedience. Yeah, there was an issue that
occurred this year and now I can't remember it.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Also, Dorothy (Borgus), this is from July 7th, is when
this -- these figures are from. To half the year. So we -MS. BORGUS: Right.
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: We may have received invoices after that date that may
have booted that up more and there could be more coming, as well.
MS. BORGUS: I will not take any more time with it, but what I am saying is that bothers
me. As a -- somebody who is very defmitely educated and interested in fmance, when I see
programs that -- maybe they're not as great as everybody thinks and we keep putting that budget
out there, I think we need to look at that.
COUNCILMAN SLATrERY: Dorothy (Borgus), you're correct. As you know with me in
the past, I have gone after some of the unspent money that has been left in the budgets, and that is
one thing that I look at. I spend a lot of time on the budget.
MS. BORGUS: I know you do.
COUNCILMAN SLATrERY: And I know, as other ones. And one thing that I looked at
was what we actually spent in 2009 is over 12,000, and now we're at 15. We're in that ballpark
of $3,000 that we didn't spend that year. So that is something that I'm watching now for the
year-to-date, and after listening to Michael (Curley)'s explanation on what took place, you know,
with the dog obedience -- so next year we may knock that down depending on what is going on.
But you're absolutely right. You're absolutely right.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: I think this is a perfect example of the benefits of the
software package that we purchased and now next year we will have real-time numbers, Dorothy
(Borgus), and we won't be looking at July year-to-date numbers and guessing. So that is one of
the things that we're all really looking forward to, so keep that in mind when you're looking at
these numbers and going along.
MS. BORGUS: There -- I don't mean to belabor this, but look at miscellaneous programs.
Miscellaneous programs. In 2009, you budgeted 3,000. Spent $820.
Next year budgeted 3,000. Spent $1210.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: That is year-to-date.
MS. BORGUS: That's year-to-date.
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: As of 717.
MS. BORGUS: Extrapolate -- well, that is -- comes out a little closer. That is 2420, if you
extrapolate that.
COUNCILMAN SLATIERY: Yes. Right. Right.
MS. BORGUS: But it is just something to watch.
COUNCILMAN SLATrERY: No, you're right.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: I also take it back even further so I can see trends,
and I know Michael (Slattery) does the same thing. If you do actual 2008, it was 2,953. To give
you insight. I tend to not just take a look at the information on here, but pull out old budgets and
look. I think we all sit here and examine these figures and try to see where we can cut. I don't
think there is not one of -- of us that hasn't done that.
MS. BORGUS: But when you look back at 2008, you have a lot of history so that you
should be able to make a pretty accurate -COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: 2008 was close to 3,000 on that.
MS. BORGUS: It's just something to keep an eye on. I think we just need to get a handle
on some of these -- these costs that have to do with recreation and how we budget.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: And there are unforeseen expenses, rises m rent or
whatever to that program that you may not know. And so if nothing did happen and you didn't
have to spend it, fme with me. I don't want somebody to spend the money Just to meet that
number.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I think if you ask the department heads how much these
budgets are kept an eye on, I don't think there is a single one of them wouldn't say they pretty
much went through hell during this process of presenting these budgets in what we discussed and
what we were talking about allowing in trying to bring these -- shrink these down a little bit as
best we can. Make no mistake, this Town Board is looking at these budgets and looking at them
very carefully.
MS. BORGUS: I have been following this budget process for many years, and I have to
say, there is a lot less of padding in -- done nowadays. I mean this is a -- this is a -- this is an
extremely lean budget compared to what I have seen in years past when -- when any amount of
money was -- any amount of money was put in the -- in the spot. It didn't matter. If we weren't
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going to spend it, what was the difference? It wasn't very good bookkeeping. It wasn't
accounting. It isn't good financial practice.
This is much, much better. I m just saying in these few instances, I think there is room
again for improvement. There always is.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Dorothy (Borgus), thank you for that comment.
appreciate you saying it.
MS. BORGUS: It's much better.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Thank you.
MS. BORGUS: I would like to talk about account number 9060, medical insurance, which
is up 9.4 percent.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: You have to excuse us, Dorothy (Borgus). Ours aren't in the
same order. We have them under the department, so.
MS. BORGUS: It's 90 -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: When we did the workshops, it was easier to go through that
way for us.
MS. BORGUS: I know. Because at the workshops, I was scrambling because I had mine
in numerical order.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Now, we're reversed.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Yes. We changed it this year but it actually helped with
the -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Things like health insurance.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Health insurance, medical insurance.
MS. BORGUS: Now, I understand that this is a set amount that the Town pays toward
each employee's medical insurance, and then any amount over that, including increases in
premiums are borne by the employee.
I guess what I -- my question would be is why is this up then if -- if the amount the Town
pays, which is sizable, um, for a family contract, um, the Town pays in a year $8,160. That's-that's a lot of money. And I will get into that in a minute, but my question is, if that is a set
amount, why did this go up a 9.4 percent because it is just an increase? We're not bearing it as a
Town. The emJ>loyee is.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: That's not completely accurate. While the Town, at the
current moment, as we sit here today, for a family plan which you mentioned, that number is
probably accurate. I have to do the math, but it is $805 per month that the Town contributes to a
family plan for an employee.
MS. BORGUS: Then my number is low.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Okay. All right. Then -- then -- the -- what we had to
consider when we drafted -- when I put together this budget and drafted the budget as you see it,
we were not sure about the health care consortium. We are not sure about the Union contract.
We are still negotiating a Union contract, and while today, yes, by the terms of the Triborough
amendments that we -- that we have to adhere to the terms of the contract that had -- that had -that they had, that the Union had when it expired. So we are adhering to that at this point in time.
However, we don't know, and there -- it's -- it's a great unknown as to what would happen
if we were -- as we continue through these negotiations. We did build in a little extra there to
hope to have it there if we need it. We may not need that -- that amount, but as we budgeted, we
had to make sure we were considering the fact that things could be different. We don't know.
And -- and there's two elements there. One is a contract with the Union; and two is the
health care consortium, which will -- or likely will save the Town money, should everything be
successful there. But that number -MS. BORGUS: Is an estimate.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: -- is -- is a budgeted amount at this point in time in the
tentative budget, based on what we estimated the costs could conceivably be, in -- in a
less-than-perfect situation, which we're hoping for a perfect situation.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: And being conservative. Because the media outlets have
been reporting double-digit increases, so this is conservative.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: The other thing, that -- your number of employees that
choose to sign on with the Town could change from year to year, because maybe a spouse had
carried them on insurance in the past and now they're going to pick it up, so that could change, as
well, correct?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: It could change. I don't know-COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: Maybe not significantly.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't know if there is a lot of it, but it was more the
unknowns and we needed to make sure we had money budgeted for -- to take care of that.
MS. BORGUS: I got my numbers by the way, from Section 8 Health Accidental
Insurance. It was the one used last year, and I'm assuming it was accurate this year?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I'm not sure what you're referring to.
MS. BORGUS: This wasn't provided this year, but it was in last year's budget.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Okay.
MS. BORGUS: It's a narrative, and it explains the coverage available for the employees -maybe part of the Union contract. [don't know where it came from.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: The coverage hasn't changed, if that is what you're referring
to.
MS. BORGUS: Well, the premium -- on this it says the premium for family coverage is
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$680. That's not correct evidently?
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR; That's last year's budget.
MS. HORGUS: I tried to call Ms. O'Meara back and didn't -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: She is on vacation.
MS. HORGUS; I may be way -- be way low on the number I have.
RICHARD STOWE: 805.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: A family plan is 805.
RICHARD STOWE: That is -- is what he said.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Hut last year was also 805.
MS. BORGUS: I don't know.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I'm not·· I can't answer that.
MS. HORGUS: Just using the information I had. I am just doing a little math here.
RICHARD STOWE: 805 times 12 is 9660.
MS. BORGUS: That's a lot of money.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Wow.
MS. HORGUS: Yes.
RICHARD STOWE: (Indicating). (Laughter.)
MS. HORGUS: Take your raise away.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: So I'm not so impressed.
RICHARD STOWE: It (indicating) was $3.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING; Should have left it there. I would have been impressed.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Now I should have turned mine on.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Well, I would have expected.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Yes, I know.
MS. HORGUS; So I -- this maybe is not strictly a budget issue, but I need to say this.
When you do negotiations, I think you have got to bear in mind that a lot of people who are
asked to pay this to -- for all of the employees here maybe don't even have a job themselves and
don't have insurance themselves. So when you negotiate that contract, you just bear it in mind
that people can only take -- soak up so much. That's a lot for -- for each employee. I know that
is a family contract. Some might not be as much, but, you know, when you -- just when you go
in negotiations for that contract, just bear in mind who has got to pay the bill.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Dorothy (Borgus), do you know how many people
who are affected by Unemployment on this Hoard? Mary (Sperr), myself.
COUNCILWOMAN Dr FLORIO; Not Unemployment, but I'm working two jobs.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI; I'm working two jobs. My husband lost his a while
ago.
MS. HORGUS: Well, that is probably across the board -- numberwise -COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Preaching to the choir.
MS. HORGUS: -- that is probably representative of the entire-COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Don't you think we aren't cognizant of that,
though?
MS. HORGUS: I hope so, but every time negotiations go on and we get a new contract,
I'm appalled to see what we gave away in addition to what we already couldn't afford. So that's
my -- my point.
Now I want to talk about vehicles.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I assume we're going to the Highway budget?
MS. HORGUS: We are going to the Highway budget.
No budget number on the sheet.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: What is the account name?
MS. HORGUS: I'm working off this graph, this -- this -- this -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Oh, okay.
MS. HORGUS: I -- it doesn't have the account number on it.
COUNCILWOMAN Dr FLORIO: Right at the end. Like the last page.
MS. HORGUS; I guess.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't have it.
COUNCILWOMAN Dr FLORIO: The vehicle replacement plan?
MS. HORGUS; Yes. It's a grid. It's a grid.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: David (Dunning) didn't have it.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Okay. He-MS. HORGUS: There was some questions I had. I contacted Mr. Lindsay and he was very
kindly -- very kindly e-mailed me the answers for them.
Regarding the -- the number 19 truck box only, he tells me that is -- is a 1993 truck. What
kind of -- of a truck -- I didn't ask this question, but is that a pickup? What kind of a truck is
that?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: David (Lindsay)?
DAVID LINDSAY: It's like a pick-up. It's our mechanic's truck with a box on the back
that we use for tools and equipment for them.
MS. HORGUS: Now-DAVID LINDSAY: It's a specialized box.
MS. HORGUS: Uh-huh. And he -- he did e-mail me that the point was to spend $10,000,
we could put off buying a new truck for a year. 1 frankly -. I didn't know what kind of a truck it
was, but I questioned whether $1,000 a year is worth it. Ifwe're going to get one more year out
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of this truck, does it pay to put $10,000 into a box? That's -- that's a hefty price to pay for one
year's use.
DAVID LINDSAY: We would keep the box and put it on the new truck.
MS. HORGUS: Oh, okay. That answers my question.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I didn't want to assume that. I wanted to make sure. I wanted
it from him this time.
MS. BORGUS: And I did ask him about the hours on the sweeper, because the sweeper is
kind of a -- a -- a -- takes a little story to explain where I'm coming from that. Somebody that I
know, couple people I know, saw the sweeper in use on Chili Center, I believe, before the Chil-E
Fest and they said, "Oh, where did that come from?"
They didn't -- it's in their -- it's in their view little enough, that they didn't even recognize it
as being a piece of Chili equipment. And here we're going to replace it for $240,000.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: It's in my neighborhood.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Must not have gone down Laredo Drive. They're there
every week.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: I have seen it.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Stuart Road is a dead end.
MS. BORGUS: I don't expect that. (Laughter.)
MS. BORGUS: So anyway -- and I -- I'm sure, I hope at least there is rationale for
replacing it other than the fact that on paper it has out used its -- run out of its useful life.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I can honestly say on my way back into Town Hall about a
month or two ago, I did witness the driver that was being paid very well sitting in the vehicle
waiting for somebody to come and tow the truck away because it was broken down sitting at the
corner of Beaver Road and Chili Scottsville Road. So I know there are issues with that particular
vehicle.
I also know that this is used quite a bit. 1 have seen this out a lot in a lot of different areas.
MS. BORGUS: I have seen It in Caledonia.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Actually, Dorothy (Borgus), it does get used by other
municipalities and it generates revenue for the Town.
MS. BORGUS: Well, it's an expensive piece of equipment, and I -- I hope that we don't
have to buy another one for a long time. $240,000 is a lot of money.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Ifwe didn't have that sweeper, I wouldn't be on the other
end of your phone or your phone.
DAVID LINDSAY: If! might, we have over 300 lane miles of road in the Town. The
sweeper, we try to do each of those lane miles twice a year depending on workload. The vehicle
does get used quite a bit. It is over ten years old, and it is at the point where perhaps on the
outside, it looks nice. We do a really IDce job of maintaining the vehicles, but there is a
plumbing system inside and some other features of the machine that are really reaching the point
where, um. it just becomes cost prohibitive to try to maintain those.
MS. BORGUS: I see, we're removing the $30,000 chipper. Did I understand that correctly
from the workshop?
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Uh-huh.
MS. HORGUS: Is three -- three will do the job?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: (Nodded affirmatively.)
MS. HORGUS: Well, I added up then what we're going to spend with the chipper out, and
we're still -- we're nibbling right away at $600,000.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Dorothy (Borgus), asphalt trailer is also off.
MS. BORGUS: Oh, we're not doing that either?
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: No. If that helps you.
MS. BORGUS: It does.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Well, it helps us with Dorothy (Borgus). (Laughter.)
MS. BORGUS: The asphalt trailer, oh, that is another 30,000. Well, that is getting better.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: But that can also be a revenue maker if we utilize It for
other municipalities because of the service that it does provide. You're able to take -- make hot
asphalt and go out and repair potholes, where otherwise you would be putting cold patch down,
and the life of cold patch going in some of these holes, you're going to be going back out there in
a short period of time just to fix it. With the hot asphalt putting it down, if they put it down
properly, they can help us with our roads, helps us with the calls coming into David (Lindsay)'s
office or the other David (Dunning)'s office and just helping our residents with their vehicles, as
well.
So that could be -- that actually is a -- is a good -- it would have been a good purchase, but
unfortunately for budget reasons, we -- you know.
MS. BORGUS: Times are tough. I'm glad to see that somebody is -- is being cognizant of
-- of that.
Now, the next thing I would like to talk about is the Fire Department. Now, I was at the
workshops and maybe some of this was -- I'm sure it was explained to you. I did not have the
benefit of having this piece of paper until today when I picked it up from the Supervisor.
So is the Fire Department available to answer questions on this?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Urn, I would ask -MS. HORGUS: If not, I will just make my comments. They won't like them.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: [would ask the Fire Department then if you would like to -- I
don't want to -. I'm sorry, I don't mean 10 put you on the spot, but would you like to answer
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questions or would you like to just keep a standard format in which the person speaking speaks
to the Town Board and we can respond?
Okay. We prefer then, Dorothy (Borgus), that you would speak to the Board and express
your comments and -MS. BORGUS: Okay. I have a lot of questions then that 1-- that I -- that I would not
expect this Town Board to have the answers to.
Um, there's an expense item in here for fund-raising, and if you just bear with me, [ will tell
you -- $17,000 was -- was hoped for this year. [don't think these numbers stand. Am I right,
Supervisor, that these -- this -- this is the -- this is the Power Point that was presented at the
workshop. It doesn't reflect the budget that was -- that you have approved.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: The -- the -- no. Well, the budget that has been presented to
me has been modified by me for the -- for my revisions. There has been no budget that is
certainly approved by anybody, nor has this -- does this Board have the ability to modifY line -the line items that you're referring to. It is a number, the -- the overall number that we either
approve, disapprove or modifY in some way, shape or form.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: The contract -MS. BORGUS: Right. I understand that.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: We don't have the authority to -- to -- to modifY within.
MS. BORGUS: I just didn't want to quote numbers from here and have -- be wrong in that
these numbers didn't -- didn't hold any more, and that is why I thought maybe it would be best if
somebody from the Fire Department would give me the answer I'm looking for, because all I can
go from is the totals that they ask for, and ifI comment -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't know that they could even answer that at this point in
time. I don't know that the Fire Department has met since the tentative budget came out to talk
about the Supervisor's proposals or the Supervisor's budget at that point. I don't know if they
have been able to meet and talk about that. So they may not be able to answer that for you
tonight either.
MS. BORGUS: Well, I will tell you what my thoughts are. Fund-raising in expenses is,
um -- is listed as an expense of $17,000. And yet when you look at the income side, um, the -the benefits of that are nowhere evident. There -- it's lumped in there somewhere, but I -- if
you're going to spend $17,000, UIII, I --1--1 would like to see where -- where you get some-you got to get more than 17 back or it doesn't pay to do it. And it isn't broken down enough so
that -- so that -- this budget, I'm sure there is a better budget, more thorough budget than this, but
in this draft, in this Power Point, it is just there. And I would like to know how much they
actually get from their fundraiser, when they spend that kind of money to do it.
I'm also concerned about an item called fire prevention. I understand fire prevention. I
don't understand public relations. And it's all in the same category here. Again, 11,700 -$11,750.
Urn, I see another budget item here for building maintenance, and evidently it is just the
firehouses. Last year, because the -- the other buildings are listed separately, so I am assuming
these are just the firehouses. Last year's budget was $85,325, and this year they requested
$10 I, I 31. That is a big jump. I also see where they have $81, I00 as a request for new
equipment.
I heard what Mr. Moynes said, and I -- I agree. I agree with him. We just cannot be okay
in a contract which allows the fire company to go out every year and buy a new truck. $81,000
plus is going to buy a nice truck.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Actually, Dorothy (Borgus), that's not a truck. That's for
the gear, the jackets -MS. BORGUS: This is why.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: The gloves, the water valves, hoses, saws, safety
equipment. Tools that they need to be able to do that job.
MS. BORGUS: That is why it would have been helpful had the people in the audience also
had this Power Point at the time.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Actually, that was brought up at the workshop.
MS. BORGUS: But I didn't have that then.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: You were at the workshop and he did list off what the new
equipment entailed. Keep in mind when we are meeting with them, we did ask about some of
their expenses, and they were gracious enough to explain to us, they are also subject to mandates,
which requires them to -- to replace equipment at a certain timeframe, even though they have
taken very good care of it and may not want to because there is a different requirement and a
different number. So they have to follow those things, too.
That is not anything that Mr. Moynes brou~t up either. They are subject to mandate.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: One of the things, you know -- IfI may. One of the things I
would like to point out, is that the document -- document that you have in front of you and that
the Town Board has and what the Fire Department presented us was -- was very generous of
them to do this for us and put this together to break it down into some categories to -- to
hopefully provide whether you like the numbers or not, provide some transparency in the Fire
Department's budget, and I greatly appreciate they did. That is strictly a courtesy. Having that
document available to you or to the Town Board is not required. All they're required to give us is
a bottom line number and say, "Here is what we're billing you. Pay it."
That is all they're required to do.
And I appreciate the fact that you want to -- you work on all these little items in this and
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you want to sound off, but the -- but the -- they don't have to do this. They may not do it in the
future based on whatever happens here, and you may not have the liberty of this document. It is
that bottom line number that this Hoard is responsible for.
MS. BORGUS: Well, they also, though, under law are obligated to -- to present certain
facts, certain forms. I have been through Freedom ofinformation.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: No, they are not.
MS. HORGUS: I have a letter home from Mr. Freeman.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Mr. Stowe, could you help me with -- as this Board is the
Commissioners of the fire -- the Chili Fire Protection District, um, what is the responsibility -- if
you could just kind of -- if you could briefly, without the -- or as briefly, as possible.
RICHARD STOWE: I think the point that is being asked is whether the -- the Freedom of
Information Act, as it has been construed by the Courts or not, allows a member of the tax paying
public to obtain a copy of the Fire Department's budget. That -- that's an accurate statement
where we are?
MS. HORGUS: Yes. Yes. So it is not a nicety that maybe they offered this to you,
because anybody as an individual can get it.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Dorothy (Borgus), can Rich (Stowe) fmish?
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: He hasn't answered it. He was just restating the
question.
MS. HORGUS: I see.
RICHARD STOWE: There are court cases that say that that information is available to the
members of the tax-paying public.
The question becomes complicated when the Freedom ofinformation Act is delivered to
the Board as Commissioners of a Fire Protection District, because this body doesn't have the
budget. The Fire Department has the budget.
MS. BORGUS: Right.
RICHARD STOWE: So the request came to this body, and this body doesn't have that
budget, so what you're trying to say is that this body doesn't have the budget. That doesn't mean
it may not be available to you as a members of the tax-paying public. Have we split that hair fme
enough for you?
MS. HORGUS: Yes. If that is the case, I can get it, and I will give it to you. How is that?
I see here we have office building. Now, I know they own an office buildin~ here in Chili
Center, and again, $44,290 is their request for expenses for that. Urn, that's -- agam, seems like a
great deal of money. I -- I get the feeling that they can just -- they -- they can put any number
down here and -- we are -- we are obligated somehow because they do -- they do a good service.
They are wonderful. But -- but we can't be held hostage to any number they throw out here.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: As they explained at the workshop, as part of the expenses of
that office building, they would need office space in one -- some way, shape or form anyway.
And this particular office space is also somewhat revenue-generating, because they do lease some
space out of this. So again, not having privy to all of the information in this, as how this balances
out, I would guess that you're talking very, very minute numbers in the offset, and the -- the
revenues from the building, as well as what they would have to pay if they had to rent office
space somewhere else.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Office space or storage space.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I would guess, and we may be in a worse situation than what
you have there. So.
MS. HORGUS: I also question, as Mr. Moynes did, $47,650 for banquets and lunches.
Urn., I heard Mr. Slattery's give-and-take with Mr. Moynes. I still -- I still say that is a lot of
food. A lot of food. And I understand, and I would -- a nice appreciation banquet for them.
They do put in their time. They do give up a lot to serve. Hut every year this food item is up and
up and up. And I, you know -- right now I'm -- I'm working on a -- a gathering that is going to
be held in October, and, um, I -- I see the food bills from that. That is catered. I -- it doesn't -- it
doesn't come anywhere near -- if you extrapolated them, the numbers -- anywhere near $47,650
for food. That's a lot of food.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: It is a lot, but -- certainly it is a lot of money, but I think it is
money very much well spent. When you look at the -- the awards banquet that is held and you
look at the food and beverages that are provided to the volunteers of our Fire Departments and
the amount of people that are -- and the amount of volunteers that we actually have, I -- I go to
Wegmans, and -- my food bill has gone up, too. You know, the cost offood has actually gone
up. Dorothy (Borgus), this -- the -- the -- I -- you know, I hold banquets myself, or - our events
and the cost of those events have gone up on an annual basis. The price of food and the price of
those services have gone up. We have probably one of the largest volunteer fire departments, I
would imagine at least in the County, if not further. So there are a lot of people, ana you know,
what? I -- I -- I support that 1,000 percent. And especially the awards, the awards banquet that
they put on to give the awards that they do to the firemen, the fue women, the people who
support the Fire Departments, it is just well-deserved stuff and quite frankly, again, I support it
1,000 percent.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: Contrast that figure with one full-time staff member.
MS. BORGUS: Pardon?
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: Contrast that figure with one full-time fueman.
MS. HORGUS: That's not the point. The-COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: I'm just saying it is the point.
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MS. BORGUS: Is this figure going to be $100,000 next year for food and you're going to
say that is okay?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Well, certainly I'm not -- I'm not here to anticipate next year's
budget. I'm here to talk about 20 II.
MS. BORGUS: But year in and year out you can't just let this figure go up and up and up,
which is what happened.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: You have to remember this is only a proposed budget. We
haven't passed it yet. We may not give them all of the money that they're asking.
MS. BORGUS: That is why I asked my question before we began as to just how much we
can discuss these things and how profitable it is to do it if they're going to change.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Again, those figures inside of there, whatever this Board
decides to do, when this -- when we propose to pass a budget and the number that goes back to
the Fire Department, they will then have to go back and manipulate those numbers to work with
the numbers that they're going to get from the contract. So those numbers are probably subject to
change. If you take It at face value from where the budget is today, what -- or what I have
proposed in the tentative budget, versus what the Fire Department has submitted, there is a
significant difference right there. So the numbers that you're seeing right there are -- may be
completely unrealistic.
MS. BORGUS: My point when I began, you're -- you're reiterating what I was trying to
get to. You know. Is -- is -- is -- is it even -- should we even discuss these numbers?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Well, what I -- I guess what I have been trying to say is no.
Because we don't know.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: They can choose to allocate those funds anywhere they
want.
MS. BORGUS: And some of these -- I've worked on budgets. Some of these can be
padded to make up for a shortfall. You always ask for more than you think you're going to get,
and then you look back and xou try -- and you build in enough so that when you go back, you
have got cushion and you stIli end up with what you wanted.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't know if that is always true, Dorothy (Borgus). I think
that's a very pessimistic -- although I guess -COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: These accusations are a little unfair.
MS. BORGUS: I have lived through budgeting. I tell you, I have done big budgets. In
good times, that's what you do. Bad times, maybe you don't. But good times, that's what you do.
You protect yourself.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: You're talking about private industry versus a
volunteer corporation, too.
MS. BORGUS: Well, I don't think that makes any difference. People are people.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Well, we can move on.
MS. BORGUS: Let's look at professional fees. We went from 19,500 in last year's budget
to 51,500 this time. Now, at the workshop, if you had this form and you wrote answers down,
maybe you would make me privy to what they said that was for. That is a huge jump.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: What was the numbers again, I'm sorry, Dorothy (Borgus)?
MS. BORGUS: 19,500 last year. 51,500 this year. Professional fees.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: It is my understanding the Fire Department has been using a
accountant -- volunteer fireman as an accountant. They would like to -- they're having a difficult
time managing or keeping that -- keeping a person doing that, and they are looking at hiring
someone, an accountant or a bookkeeper to do that type of work for them. So they would have to
pay that person. That would be a paid staff member. I believe that is the difference in what
you're seeing that -- that particular line item.
MS. BORGUS: Now we get to data processing. You know, with everybody having a desk
top computer this day and desk top publishing and everything that goes with It, $41,500 for data
processing for our Fire Department? That is a lot of data processing, especially when there is no
payroll to speak of. They're volunteers, remember?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I would imagine there is quite a bit of information that the
Fire Department has to process. I can only imagine what -- what they're required by State and
federal mandates. I'm -- I'm fairly certain that they have spend -- that they have to keep
meticulous records, everywhere from any time a truck pulls out of the garage to the amount of
gas they put in, to whatever. I would imagine their records are incredible. I can't fathom what it
might be.
MS. BORGUS: But they have a secretary to do that. They have a dispatcher who I
understands spends a considerable amount of time doing records. I mean, this is in-house on a
computer that sits on a desk in their office.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't know that that is the case.
MS. BORGUS: Well, that is why -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't know how you know that that is the case. I mean,
you're saying that is what they do, but I don't know if that is what they do.
MS. BORGUS: To me data processing is something done off site.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't -- I don't know.
MS. BORGUS: That is why in the future if you're going -- these really should be handed
out at the workshop. This would avoid a lot of confusion and my questions.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: But we're -COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: But what we're telling you, is if they ever handed that out
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and it is not required, you may never see it again.
MS. BORGUS: We'll see.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: But it is a reduction, Dorothy (Borgus), from last year.
MS. BORGUS: Yeah. Still a lot of money. I mean everybody has a computer these days.
It isn't as though you're dependent on taking a handwritten bunch of numbers -COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: I wouldn't say everybody does. We heard some residents
sit in this audience say -MS. BORGUS: That don't have one? Well, my point being is this is today, this is
technology, and people that work and gather these numbers should be able to do the data -- most
of this data processing, right there at the time. You don't write them down and then send them
somewhere to have them data-processed.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: You see, we're assuming on how they operate in their-MS. BORGUS: Right. Exactly.
Now under expenses I see this 2 percent -- there is a 2 percent on the last page, and it's
under expenses, and my take on that was the 2 percent was income.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I'm sorry?
MS. BORGUS: 2 percent under my understanding was income.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: I don't recall that.
MS. BORGUS: It's under expcnses.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I -- we can ask for a better -COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: We'll get clarification on that. We did ask about that.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I do believe we talked about that at the workshop, but -- but
not at this moment.
MS. BORGUS: Okay. I didn't think they paid the 2 percent. I thought they received it.
That's all of the questions I have.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: That's it?
MS. BORGUS: Yep. Because you're doing a better job.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: You see, you're cutting back this year, too.
MS. BORGUS: I cut back because for the first time in years, all this extra fat is not in the
budget.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Thank you, Dorothy (Borgus).
MS. BORGUS: I give you credit for that, but you still got work to do.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Thanks, Dorothy (Borgus).
MS. BORGUS: Yes. Thank you.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Before we continue on, I would like to just offer to -- offer
the students, I would be willing to take a brief recess. I know it is getting on 8:30 and I'm sure
you have to go home and get your rest, but if you would like, you probably have documents you
need us to sign. If you would like to do that now, I would be more than happy -- we'll take a
five-minute recess. The Public Hearing will remain open. I'll just take a five-minute recess.
There was a recess in the Public Hearing at 8:30 p.m. The Public Hearing resumed at 8:35 p.m.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: We'll continue on with the Public Hearing. Anybody else
that would like to be heard at the Public Hearing?
BILL ARNOLD
MR. ARNOLD: Bill Arnold. My name is Bill Arnold. I'm the Chief of Operations of the
Chili Volunteer Ambulance. I live at 2 Marino Drive in North Chili.
Most of my comments are just going to be general information, and I do have one request,
as it pertains to the budget.
The general information, for those who don't know, the Chili Volunteer Ambulance is a
basic life support ambulance that has operated in the Town of Chili in one form or another since
1949. It has 48 members, operates two -- or I'm sorry, two VOS ambulances. We are State
certified. Primary paramediC service is provided by our neighboring town, the Town of Gates.
My reason for being here this evening is to ask the Board to reconsider the reduction in our
proposed budget. We came in with no increase. However, due to some differences of opinions,
and I respect those opinions, there was a reduction. Urn, currently what happens is without those
funds, the volunteer ambulance cannot provide -- or no longer be able to asSist residents with
their insurance co-pays as we started to do when we first broke off from the Fire Department.
In the mid 1990's, just a little history, urn, changes made primarily with Medicare and
Medicaid system in regard to patient reimbursements, left many of our senior citizens and those
on fixed incomes, urn, with extremely high out-of-pocket costs, mostly due to paramedic
services.
To eliminate those costs, a business decision was made in 2006. We separated the
ambulance from the Fire Department. Mostly because volunteer fire department's ambulances
couldn't bill for services, that whole thing.
By doing this, the ambulance organized and was able to bill insurance companies directly,
which in the long run basically benefitted the seniors, eliminating that high out-of-pocket cost.
Back then we made the -- I wouldn't say an agreement, but we assumed that as part of that, we
would assist residents throu~ tax dollars with their co-pays to keep the ambulance service as
free as possible in combination with those services.
Because if it would have been our decision, we probably would have not separated from
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the Fire Department. We were looking at the big picture trying to help some of our residents.
So bottom line, in addition to our seniors, the new ambulance organization has become
more self-sufficient. Obviously, through the billing process. We still maintain our non-profit
status. The CVAS was able to lower the ambulance tax over the last two years by 30 percent, as
well as improve overall service, and at the same token, improve some of our -- some of our
services that we do internally.
In closing, I'm asking that you reconsider the budgetary reduction, and in turn, allow the
Chili Volunteer Ambulance to continue offering the co-payment reimbursements to the residents.
Understanding that the savings of money is very important, I believe that the small ambulance tax
to the residents, the -- I'm sorry -- the residents pay IS a great value, even if it is never used.
There is no replacement for a personalized Town ambulance service, and I believe the benefit
should not be cut.
If the benefit is cut, it does not affect my operation. We just will not be able to reimburse
residents their co-pays. That's aliI have.
Just wanted to offer a couple opinions. Any questions?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: No. Thank you very much.
Thank you.
Mr. Peterson.
GEORGE PETERSON
MR. PETERSON: George Peterson. I'm the President of the Chili Fire Department, and I
also live on Beaver Road. Urn, just to clarify, urn, one thing in Mr. Moynes' opemng statement
about pay raises. I also work With him. I have not gotten one. But the reason is we're in contract
negotiations. Urn, so it -- we're probably going to end up with something, but I just didn't think it
was right to say we haven't had a pay raise. Technically, yes, we haven't had a pay raise in three
years, but our Union is working to negotiate something on that.
Urn, I guess I will start offwith the last -- with -- with my last page with some comments
from Dorothy (Borgus).
Fund-raising, urn, this year we have 50,000 in revenue. We would -- we really -- I mean,
we're pretty smart that if we are spending 17,000 and we're getting less than 17 in return, then
we're not going to do it. The year before we were about 70,000 in fund-raising. For 2009/2010
we were about -- no, I'm sorry. 2009 was about 50,000. 2008 was about 70,000.
Fire prevention, that is schools. We buy stuff to go out to the schools. Urn, we have quite
a dedicated crew right now that is going out to all of the schools and do -- during Fire Prevention
Week. We hand out pampWets and things like that. And for just on that subject, for 2010, so far
we have got -- I'm sorry. We got about 220 -- 220 man hours invested into the school program
this year. 2009 we had over 400 man hours invested in the school program.
In addition to fire prevention, it is -- is one of the biggest hits that we have ever done, is the
Santa run. We buy candy canes. We buy the lights to decorate the trucks. We get a ton of phone
calls. And that's really been a big hit with the Town.
There are a few other things that are in that.
The building maintenance, there's -- and there again, I didn't bring everything with me. I
just have some notes, but the increase, I believe, isn't all -- I have to try to remember exactly -there are some other things that -- because the way we categorize our budget, there are other
things that are in there for that 100,000.
On the office building, urn, we expected to spend about 44,000 in expenses, and that's
pretty much realistic with everything we get and our projected revenue is 50,000. What that does
not take into the account, we estimate the value of that building to us to be about 15 to $20,000 if
we did have to go rent and that is not passed on to the tax -- so, at this point that office building is
not supported by the tax dollars. If we have success, as in the past, we have been able to lower
our -- our revenue with -- with the revenues we have come in, we have been able to keep our
increases down.
Talking about the banquets and the lunches. Basically, to -- just so the public has an
understanding what is going on, is we have drills and meetings -- I will use our fourth Monday.
Members will come up for -- do some training, an hour or two hours for training and then they
meet for an hour, hour and a half on that, and we have exempt members that will do the shopping
for us and they cook meals. It is kind of like a family setting. You have done all your work, had
your meeting and now it is kind of a socializing time. That's what the volunteer departments are
really about, not only providing a great asset to -- a great service to the community, but we're also
family oriented and we're like a big, you know, big bond. So, urn, that's our company meetings.
When we have drill nights, we'll feed them. When we have work details to clean up the
trucks to get them ready for inspections, parades or general clean-up, some covers that.
Working fues. For -- for the Ladies' Auxiliary when they' feed firefighters after they get
back from a working fire, they will buy beve~es and things like that.
My Board of Directors that worked on this budget, we -- some of our -- our budget
meetings have to start at 6 o'clock. So they're coming right from home, don't have time to eat and
budget meetings go to 9, 10 o'clock. Got to feed them. So we eat through our budget meeting.
So this is some of the stuff -- I know you guys are supportive of it. I just want to let the public
know what that does support.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: George (Peterson), when you say the -- the -- the food
that is incorporated with the training, a lot of those training events are also happening right after
work and people don't have time to go home.
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MR. PETERSON: Well, 6 to 7 o'clock, depending when you get out of work. Depending
when you get out of work, it's borderline. And some people won't eat just because they want
to they want to eat, you know, enjoy the -- the -- the comradery after the meeting and the drill.
Urn, you answered the one on the part-time bookkeeper. This was a recommendation out
of our auditor, that it is time to move forward. We have been doing things status quo in the past
and so many demands, so much going on, that the auditors recommended we get a part-time
bookkeeper.
Data processing is a definition basically for our budget. I may have mislabeled it when I
grouped it in, but it is talking about future replacements of computers, software, hardware, red
alert system, our central security system. We just kind of generally grouped that into data
processing type deal. Maybe that IS not the correct term.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: It's your terminology. It's okay.
COUNCILWOMAN or FLORIO: So it's like a technology.
MR. PETERSON: Yes, deal with our computers, if we upgrade. You know. IT support,
stuff like that. Which is -- is one thing I will talk about a little bit, too. When you talk
volunteers, RIT used to be done by the volunteers; and there again, that is another thing that
slowly brings our cost up. We can't rely on volunteers to do our infrastructure for IT work and
we have to hire that out.
2 percent, you didn't see that, but that is shown as income, and we show it as $37,000 in
income, and then we show $37,000 as expense on it. So we are not paying the 2 percent fund,
but it is income related.
One of the things -- let me get my page here.
We did hear some comments about our dispatching. There were suggestions that came
!Tom you guys. I think, of course, when we met, we told you we are also looking at how we can
nnprove.
One of the things that are -- our dispatching does is it makes it convenient for our members
to have access to them for certain -- for certain things.
Urn, the dispatching, basically they're available to our members seven days a week, 8 am.
to 10 p.m., maybe II p.m.
Actually, what I will do is I will just take a minute for -- to review the duties again. We're
an incident-responding department, means everything comes right from the MVT. They provide
a good resource for our members when they're out there on the calls. It's more of a personal
resource with working with together when they're out on a call.
Obviously they dispatch 24/7. They will do -- when we go on calls, have meetings and
stuff like that, they have to put that in red alert and that's how they keep track of points. So they
get all of the information from all four of the fire companies. We submit a hard copy with all of
the names on it, the information, and they put that information in.
They -- they're there to answer the phones for the public, and there again, Santa Claus
Run -- without the dispatchers, people could possibly call up to our -- to our Office Manager, but
she has limited hours, you know, 8:30 to 4. Or 8 -- or excuse me, 8:00 to 4:30. Urn, so after-after she has gone, then there is nobody answering the phones, so that is what the dispatchers -"When is your Turkey Fest?"
Thing like that. That is a value that the dispatchers do. They update our standard digital
pagers, our voice pagers. If somebody needs an accountability tag made up, they do that.
They do SCBA fit test, which is one of the requirements that we have to provide for
members, is to fit test them for SCBA. I'm trained and I have done that at work. Say I was going
to take that test away from the dispatchers, I could do that, but then I have to make an
appointment with some probably 60, 70 people, you know, on my time. With having a dispatcher
there dispatching, if not dispatching a call, somebody can go in with their face piece and
equipment and the dispatcher can set up the fit test machine and get them certified. And we are
reqUITed to do a fit test on all our members. So that's quite a bit of benefit.
We have key fobs for security to get in the doors, and if people break theirs, lose theirs,
they take care of that for us, sort the mail and packages. They do do some medical checks. They
obtain some fuel readings. They track all our vendors that have to come in and out of the
buildings to us. They also momtor our fire alarms. Our fire alarms go into the dispatcher. So we
don't have to pay ADT to monitor our fire alarms, and the same thing with our doors. That all
goes to the dispatcher. That is what they do.
TheY'process the monthly reports for the Chiefs office and send them out. They order our
EMS supplies for the Department. We have kind of put that .- that is kind of new for them. We
put them on that -- that used to be handled out of the ambulance when we had them, but now
we're separate and the dispatchers picked up that task for us.
They will download some ADD -- the automatic defibrillator cards ifthey're used and stuff.
That is some of the duties.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: So it sounds like -- I hate to interrupt, but it sounds
like if you even just took the dispatching poction and removed it and put it as -- as the suggestion
was, you still have all this other work that needs to be accomplished that you would still need to
have an individual there.
MR. PETERSON: Correct. Urn, and typically in a volunteer organization, when you try to
save money by eliminating a paid position, you're asking a volunteer to step up and fill in, is what
you would need to do.
And like I said, if we had somebody work Monday through Friday, 8 to 5, that
just wouldn't the availability to the rest of our members, we would almost have to have
o'
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somebody that worked 8 to 5 and then maybe part time, 5 to 10, and maybe some weekends or
something to get everything done. And I'm sure I am missing some other duties that -- that they
do provide for us.
Year to date, we're about 810 calls currently for 2010. The dispatching price has
included -- we're still dispatching for CVAS, and they're at about 1600 calls, so our dispatchers
for 2010 are up to 2,410 Calls they are dispatching right now.
Just to touch a little bit about what It costs for the volunteer personnel expense. On the -- I
don't know if everybody had that, the snapshot of expenses. There is a -- there is a topic -- title
called "Personnel expenses for 125,000 roughly."
What I just really did is kind of ball parked like the sundry accounts, uniforms, some of the
training, some of the conferences, some of the seminars that we go to and just kind of put that in.
And keep it in mind, with paid people, you have to provide uniforms and training, too.
But the 125 is just what goes to the volunteers on that. The rest of this -- our budget is
pretty much running equipment and stuff like that. If anybody was to -- to put a paid fIrefighter
on, you're looking at $100,000 each for wages and benefIts on that. We have been very, very
fortunate to have the membership that we have had. We're doing something right to keep our
membership up. I think we're one of the best in the County with our membership up that we
have. We're doing a good job. We do want -- we do want to retain them.
Typically the trend is once you start bringing paid people in, it's the kiss of death, you
know, for volunteers basically. We're going to try to stay away from that if we can. I can't
guarantee it, but we'll do our best.
Just to talk a little bit about the remark about our -- you know, our equipment. We -- we do
plan to replace our equipment. We plan that out in 20 year -- 20 years down the road. Maybe
might get pushed to 21 or 22. I think our last ladder truck was pushed out to 22 years. We do
plan it. One of the -- one of the nice things about it, so we're able to plan -- plan so when we get
it, we don't have to bond it. Your tax dollars does not have to pay for us paying interest on it.
The last week vehicle that we did bought, we were able to save $58,000 because we had
saved the money for it. If we didn't have the money to -- you would probably pay that much in
interest.
One of the things we do, too, when we buy the vehicles, when the vendor does ask us -- he
may give us some options about prepay, buy the chassis or stuff like that. One thing we do is we
take the money and run it through to see are we better leaving it alone and a making interest on it,
or is it better to take advantage of a reduction -- of a savings, you know, depending where the
market is -- is. We look at things like that.
Any equipment we buy does not know the defInition between a working fIre or a training
evolution. Yes, we go out on 800 calls, and personally 800 calls is probably too much because it
means at least 800 times somebody was in trouble and needed our assistance. Ideally, we should
be at zero. That means we are doing a good job, but that is -- is unrealistic.
Even though we only may have fIve working fires and stuff like that, our equipment gets
beat up by our volunteer members training, using the equipment, training, going on calls and
things like that. So, our turn-out gear, NFPA requires it to replaced every ten years now. We
could probably move it out to 10, 11, 12 years, something like that. But m the old days, we never
replaced equipment until it had holes and was raggedy and stuff like that. Just so much has
changed in the volunteers.
One of the things, too, with the price of our truck, it was about 880,000. One of the things
we also built in -- I won't say we built in, but we included like buying a large item, a hose, that
comes out of that. The mounting of equipment, some tools, like your flashlights and -- you
know, radials, and that's all in the price of that. Because we don't have our own paid mechanic.
We don't have our own paid radio guy.
At work, the new truck that I just got, I think was $700,000. But that didn't include the
mounting of anything or any equipment on this last truck we got. That truck is about a 10 to 12
year -- more of a 10-year truck. This last truck we got is going to be good about 20 years, is what
we're hoping for, if not longer.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: George (Peterson), correct me ifI am wrong, for the City
Fire Department, you just said you purchased a truck for $700,000, and then that did not have
the -- some of the equipment on there, and now you have to purchase that and have somebody out
at the Fleet Center or whoever maintains it install that in there?
MR. PETERSON: For clarifIcation, I should say I didn't purchase it. But the truck came -when it comes in, it is pretty -- this last round when it comes in, it was pretty well stripped.
Sometimes they're able to add equipment, but it goes out to the shop and there are mechanics
working do all of the tool mountmg, install -- the radio guy will do all the radio mounting and
they do all of that.
So when you -- when somebody says this costs this much for the truck, it is not including
all of that for our prices, including all of that, and that may make our trucks seem a little higher,
but I just needed to explain that a little bit.
The -- the other thing, too, is when you're in the Fire Department, you don't really plan in -in -- in my opinion, you don't plan on how many fires you have. You have to look at your Town
and see what your potential is. What are life hazards? What are your tarllet hazards? We have
to be ready to go in the event the big one happens in this Town, and that IS what you guys really
are paying for.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Let's hope it doesn't.
MR. PETERSON: We all hope it doesn't.
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COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: But it could just as well in Chili as it did happen in Greece.
MR. PETERSON: That takes into account when we're buying our equipment to make sure
that, you know, we have the right equipment to handle whatever it is that we need to handle.
As far as the buildings, our buildings are some of the oldest around. We know we have to
do something to these buildings in the near future. And that is one of the reasons why we try to
plan for that, because you just can't wait ten years and say, "We need a new building," and then
get hit with a big bill, because it wouldn't happen. A big bill all at once. We're trying to get
something together. Similar to how we do our vehicles, we're trying to get set up for our
building fund for the future on that.
And there again, as long as you can plan for that, it's going to be a savings that is less you
have to bond for, less interest that the taxpayers have to pay.
Just give a quick overview of, you know, the -- the department. Basically, urn, with 170
members that are on call 2417, we're governed by our Board of Directors, there is eight of them.
Business offices, line officers and our membership. Our membership has a say in some of the
stuff, also. We do have a paid Office Manager. She is up there to handle, urn -- excuse me,
some of our -- like physicals. That is a confidential employee issue, so she handles the physicals,
does typing up of our meeting minutes and answers the phones, and I'm -- I'm drawing a blank.
An Office Manager. Orders office supplies, orders for us. And actually, what is nice about
having her up there, she is a catalyst that keeps us goin~. Because being a volunteer, we cycle
through. She is consistent, so when there is a new PreSIdent that moves in, she is there to be
supportive and say, "Hey, you got to do this, the Town will want this."
She does the typing, and you know, stuff like that. That is pretty important. She has been a
great asset for us on- that.
And then just with increase of the budget, some of the things that affected the budget
overall is the 30,000 for the part-time bookkeeper. We did bring up the 15,000 for our vehicle
replacement fund. That was one -- one of the areas that we had to take back last year when you
asked us to reconsider our budget last year. 30,000 for the building fund. One of the things that
we have done -- we did -- we used to do all of the time is maintenance on the parking lots as far
as sealing them. We haven't done that in a while and now it is catching up to us. We have
$12,000 in to cover probably the two fue stations that haven't been done in a while.
New to the budget line is $8,000 EMS -- excuse me, EMS training and supplies. Before
this came on the ambulance. With the split, that is another issue. And then 10,000 replacing,
so -- you know, equipment.
Urn, I know the budget seemed -- you guys weren't happy with what we proposed. Some
of the increases was -- was based on our conversations last year when you asked us to revisit the
budget and we said we're going to probably -- when this year came up, we would try to get some
of the money back into the building fund and the vehicle fund on that.
The other thing we have been really good about, I guess over the past history of the -- of
the Fire Department's budget -. because when the Fire Department and the Ambulance worked
together, we were able to keep the fire tax side down because we did have the ambulance. When
I did a spreadsheet and I'm looking at these increases, it is a trickle-down effect of the separation
of the two organizations.
As far as the percentage we were asking, we're asking for 14.74 percent, and if you -- if
you just look like at that alone, it seems -- I know people will get in an uproar over that. One of
the things I did at a recommendation, urn, from the meeting that we had is I kind of learned how
we get at our tax mtes and stuff, and pretty much what this -- what this appears to me would be
about a $0.1 0 increase per thousand, If! figured the math right on that.
One other thing I did regarding a tax .- I will get off the Fire Department and just get off
my personal thing that I did, because believe me, when -- when everybody -- when people come
to you and talk about taxes and all of that, as a President of the organization, we did our best, the
Board does our best to try to keep the costs down. We have to plan a budget not for today but for
the future.
And the other thing that I have done is I went on the internet and looked at other budgets
throughout the County to see how we fair, and we're really one of the lower, urn, tax rates in the
County for what we have to offer.
With that being said, I wanted to get a snapshot of my own personal taxes to see how the
Town did. From 1995 to 20 10, I just quickly tell you the fire/ambulance, combined, went up
$13. The Town of Chili went up $53. The County tax went up $310. So it looks like the bIggest
thing is the County. But I mean -- I was really amazed when I finally went to -- from 95 to 20 I 0,
and there is fluctuations up and down with the departments, but I think -- I feel the Fire
Department, with the ambulance in all these years have done a good job to keep the tax rates
down.
It looks like the Town has --did a pretty good job to keep it pretty stable.
The biggest cost when you get that ovemll tax bill is, you know, the County.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: It's actually the school.
MR. PETERSON: Yes. The school, that is a different tax bill in September. I was talking
when you -- that -- you're right there. I don't even have kids in school.
So in closing, yes, I do know if you look at the 14 percent, that does seem like a lot, but we
feel that is where we need to be for the -- for the future growth of the Department. We feel that
we provide a really good service for the Department.
We have worked together. As you stated earlier, we -- we used to just give you a contract,
and that was it. And we have tried to -- really tried to work together. Not only on the budget.
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We have also worked on Town -- other ways. The budget is a big thing of coming here and -- at
the workshop and presenting it and everything to you. The Chil-E Fest, we always help you out
the best we can on the ChiI-E Fest with using our prope!"o/.
You know, the property of the Town -- the Town highway garage has been using, for I
don't know how many years on that. And the same thing with the ball fields. You guys had an
issue this year where you needed another night. We help you on that. We have thought about do
you charge the Town for that? That would 6e ridiculous because it would bring revenue in our
pocket, but it would be the tax payers that have to pay it. That's just -- I don't know what kind of
value you put on the cooperation you get with the Fire Department with areas like that.
You had an issue with the Senior Center where we were able to help you on out on a day.
So we're not just the Fire Department that is holding a hand out for money and not doing a
service, you know. Just fighting frres. We're doing -- there is just so much more, and I can't
even say it all in one particular meeting. We'll try to do the best we can.
We do take a hard look at the budgets. We do take the budgets very seriously. The one
driving factor down the road that bothers me a little bit is we may not have to increase the budget
because offrrefighters, but because of people running the Fire Department. For example, urn, I
was Vice President. I was in charge of -- of buildings and grounds. What that meant for me -and I was very fortunate with my job that I had the days off or the mid week to meet with
vendors, because like anything else, if we buy something, we go out and get three quotes on it.
We meet with three different vendors.
I did it for two years. There is another Vice President that did it for two years, and there is
another gentleman that did it for over 20 years in this thing, and I don't know how he did it for
over 20 years, but there is going to be that time -- that is just one small example, that we may we
back here saying we'll have to hire a Property Manager. I hope we don't have to do it, but I'm
just letting you know where we're at.
Our biggest goal is to keep the fire trucks on the road with volunteers, and thank you for
your time. I'm sorry. Any questions before I leave?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: No. Very well done.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Extremely well done. I want to thank you very much for the
breakdown in answering some of the questions that the public did have in regards to that.
Thank you.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Thank you very much, George (Peterson).
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Is there anyone else that would like to be heard during this
Public Hearing?
Seeing none, I will close the Public Hearing.
The Public Hearing was closed at 9:05 p.m.
At this point, a Public Forum was conducted to allow public speakers to address the Town Board.
The following speaker addressed the Town Board on various subjects: Dorothy Borgus. The
Public Forum concluded at 9:06 p.m.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Absolutely, it is being used (radar traffic counter). I have
seen them. I have seen them around. Just because someone doesn't see them, doesn't mean they
don't exist.
Mr. Lindsay, I wonder if you could kind of chime in and-DAVID LINDSAY: Sure. We just -- this last week we used the radar traffic counter on
Archer Road, for about a week out there, but it is -- is like -- I think I mentioned before it being
pretty innocuous, only about the size of a large lunch box. You could go by it 20 times in a day
and wouldn't notice it. That is the purpose of it, is we could track the data and not be seen. We
have used that around the Town.
We did use the speed sign, the driver feedback sign in a couple of places. One of the
places we did use it was on Fenton for a couple weeks this summer. We had -- basically we
work in conjunction with the Traffic and Safety Committee and based on some of -- other
recommendations, we kind of established a schedule and a rotation schedule where we want to
put these around the Town.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Thank you.
All right. Moving on.

MATTERS OF THE SUPERVISOR:
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I actually don't have any additional new matters at this time.
1. Pending Matters:
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Pending matters, we have a vacancy on the Recreation and
Advisory Committee.

MATTERS OF THE TOWN COUNCIL:
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: If) could. Just to bring this to your awareness, that
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Monday, the 25th in the library, Barbara Ireland Room, will be the next Open Space Index
workshop. So that -- I sent everybody an e-mail.
I don't know if you contacted Michael Curley yet about the judging for the costume contest
at the Farmers' Market. I know I sent it out.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: I did. I sent it back, a note telling him I had planned -planned to come.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: It's October the 30th at 10:30. Just the same as last
year, as part of the Farmer's Market-COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: I was expecting it to be coming, but I don't remember
seeing the e-mail.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: The Recreation Committee is putting together a
program and part of it is a costume contest, and they're looking for Board members to judge -SUPERVISOR DUNNING: When did you send it?
COUNCILWOMAN: Couple days ago?
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: I sent it right after the last Recreation meeting.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Yes. I sent you a note.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: It would have been last Thursday I -- I sent it out.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: I sent a note back to Michael Curley.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Actually, it is in the Rec Advisory meeting minutes.
COUNCILWOMAN DI FLORIO: I knew the event was coming. I just didn't remember
being asked about judging is all. I must have missed it.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: So she is asking you now.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Okay.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: I didn't hear back from anybody. I'm letting you
know.
That, plus in that e-mail, I had forwarded to everybody the changes to the Town Code that
they were recommending as part -- adding the parks component to it, so that was -- that was part
of that e-mail.
So now he has got recognition. You got recognition.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: No. I knew it before. I have it actually printed right here.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: I probably didn't copy you in. I sent it to Michael (Curley).
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: So in any event, I don't know -- I didn't hear
anything from anybody on that as far as are we going to be moving forward with our changes and
what the next step is. I didn't hear anything back about that.
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I don't know yet.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: You don't know yet?
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: No. I thought we were going to discuss it.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: Well, I was waiting to hear a phone call or
something.
COUNCILWOMAN SPERR: Sorry.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Supervisor, one thing I have, is actually for Ginny
(Ignatowski) under the Rec Advisory meeting minutes, under new business, it says a question
was brought up regarding the installation of tennis courts at Union Station. As mentioned was
spray parks, skate parks for future consideration. Urn, maybe a little more information regarding
that?
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: That was a request, to -- come up with several of
those, plus part of the Master Plan process to -- to add that into their consideration in reviewing
the Parks and Recreation Master Plan.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Correct.
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: So they're having that added to their thought
process. It is in there, but until they start getting into that actual process, they just wanted at least
to have it contained in the minutes.
Although I think one of the things requested is not possible. That was over at Union
Station Park. Michael Curley gave a reason for it, and I can't remember -- the tennis court.
There was a reason for it and now I can't remember.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Oflow-lying land possibly?
COUNCILWOMAN IGNATOWSKI: There was a reason for it. I'm sorry. My memory
is not -- I'm drawing a blank.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Then also, Supervisor, in regards to Union Station, I know
we talked about eliminating the profane, going to gas.
Is the Town going do some 0 that work to cut down on the cost on the permit fee or what
have you from RG&E?
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Mr. Lindsay, could you-DAVID LINDSAY: Yes. We're in the process of working with RG&E and their utility
vendor. We did get a -- a -- a cost proposal for that work, and I think it was broken down into
two phases, or two pieces. Essentially one, they would do the entire project, and the other part,
we would do part of the trenching work. I just don't have the numbers in front of me, but I could
get that number for you.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: No, that's fme. I would like to see if it would help us cut
down on that fee, if we could do some of the work.
DAVID LINDSAY: Certainly. It will come down to some scheduling issues. We're
getting into the leaf season, and it is kind of all hands on deck for that.
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COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Also, if they do an open cut across the parking lot or a
push?
DAVID LINDSAY: Right now we are looking to push under the creek there and do an
open cut along the grass areas.
COUNCILMAN SLATTERY: Okay. Good. Thanks, David (Lindsay).
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: Anything else?
The 9/22/10 Town Board meeting minutes were approved as submitted.
REPORTS SUBMITTED:
Dog Control Report - September 2010
Monthly FinanCial Statement - September 20 I 0
Recreation Center Revenue Report - September 2010
Senior Center Revenue Report - September 2010
Town Clerk Report - September 2010
Conservation Board Minutes - 8/30/2010
Drainage Committee Minutes - 9/7/20 I 0
Planning Board Minutes - 9/21/2010
Recreation Advisory Committee Minutes - 9/8/2010
TOWN BOARD DISCUSSION RELATED TO THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION:
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I would like to make a slight change in the wording to the
Resolution 215 which was the training policy.
Under "Be it resolved," where it says, "to adopt the training P.!;llicy as drafted May 14th,
2010," I would like to add to that, and include the phrase, "as modified on September 17th,
2010."
BE IT RESOLVED, to remove from the table Resolution #215 tabled on August 4,2010.
OFFERED BY: Councilwoman Sperr

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman DiFlorio

UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
RESOLUTION #215
OFFERED BY: Councilman Slattery

RE: Training Policy

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman Sperr

BE IT RESOLVED, to adopt the Training Policy as drafted May 14, 20 10.
Amendment:
RESOLUTION #215
OFFERED BY: Councilwoman Sperr

RE: Training Policy

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman DiFlorio

BE IT RESOLVED, to adopt the Training Policy as drafted May 14,2010, as modified on
9/17110.

On the amendment: UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
On the resolution as amended: UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
RESOLUTION#297 RE: Memorandum of Agreemeut Dated October 4, 2010
OFFERED BY: Councilwoman Ignatowski

SECONDED BY: Councilman Slattery

BE IT RESOLVED the Council Members of the Town of Chili approves the Memorandum of
Agreement dated October 4, 20 I0 between the Town and the union regarding the healthcare
plans through the Finger Lakes Regional Municipal Health Care Consortium.
UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
RESOLUTION #298

RE: Addition to Chili Fire Department, Inc. Active List

OFFERED BY: Councilman Slattery

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman Sperr

BE IT RESOLVED that the following individual be added to the Chili Fire Department, Inc.
Active List effective November 8, 20 I0:
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Jason Elliotto
UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
RE: Chili Fire Department, Inc. Remove From Active List

RESOLUTION #299

OFFERED BY: Councilman Slattery

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman Sperr

BE IT RESOLVED that the following individuals to the Chili Fire Department, Inc. Be
Removed from the Active List effective October 11, 20 I0:
Phillip L. Christopher, III
UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
RESOLUTION #300

RE: Chili Fire Department, Inc. Exempt List

OFFERED BY: Councilman Slattery

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman Sperr

BE IT RESOLVED that the following individual be added to the Chili Fire Department, Inc.
Exempt List effective October 11,2010:
Jennifer Hoffman, William Mack, Scott Miller
UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
RESOLUTION #301
OFFERED BY: Councilman Slattery

RE: Budget Transfer

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman DiFlorio

BE IT RESOLVED to transfer $3,443 from A 1990.4 (Contingency) to A9050.8
(Unemployment Insurance) for the third quarter 20 10 claims.
UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
RESOLUTION #302

RE: October 20, 2010 Abstract

OFFERED BY: Councilwoman DiFlorio SECONDED BY: Councilwoman Ignatowski
BE IT RESOLVED to pay vouchers 3916-4114 totaling $412,016.69 to be paid from the
Distribution Account as presented to the Town Board by Richard Brongo, Town Clerk:
Geneml Fund
Highway Fund
H47 Annual Update 2011
Consolidated Dminage
Chili Fire Protection District
Park Place Sidewalk District
Special Light Districts
TOTAL

$153,900.35
$253,582.13
$ 1,950.00
$ 1,580.71
$
75.00
$
403.50
$
525.00
$412,016.69

UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
RESOLUTION #303

RE: Recreation Advisory Committee Appointment

OFFERED BY: Councilwoman Ignatowski

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman Sperr

BE IT RESOLVED that Katie Akin be appointed to the Recreation Advisory Committee to
complete the term of Nick Mojsovski, term to expire 12/31/2012 and shall be paid the sum of
$25 per meeting attended for the calendar year 201 0; expenses to be paid by voucher as incurred,
pending background check.
UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I know she is not here, but I would like to welcome Katie

(Akin) into our Recreation Advisory Committee.
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RESOLUTION #304

RE: Recreation Advisory Committec Appointment

OFFERED BY: Councilwoman Ignatowski

SECONDED BY: Councilwoman DiFlorio

BE IT RESOLVED that Joy Koziol be appointed to the Recreation Advisory Committee to
complete the term of Andrew Loughlin, term to expire 12/31/2012 and shall be paid the sum of
$25 per meeting attended for the calendar year 2010; expenses to be paid by voucher as incurred,
pending background check.
UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED
SUPERVISOR DUNNING: I would also like to welcome Joy Koziol to the Rec Advisory
Committee.
The next regular meeting of the Chili Town Board will be on Wednesday November 3, 2010 at
7:00 p.m. in the Chili Town Hall main meeting room.
The meeting was adjourned at 9: 16 p.m.

